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Bohn Hall to be without
smoke detectors until summer

by Pete Qullla
Bolin Hall has no smoke de
tection system at this time and will
not have one for the remainder of
the semester according to Sherrill

Cantrell, Director of Bohn Hall.
The 10-year old dilapidated fire
alarm system has been in violation
of state fire codes since September

23 of last year
according to
Cantrell and
had
been
scheduled to
be replaced
over w inter
break. It nev
er was.
Cantrell
stated that
there have al
ways been
heat censors in
1 the halls -ind
dorm rooms,
however, and
that the stu
dents are still
2 safe under the
.1 present sysi tern.
|
"O pti
m is tic a lly ,"
Doug Cooper,
Assistant D i
rector of Facil
ities, said, "we
hope to have
the system in
stalled by the time we open up for
the 1993 fall semester."
In October of last year Coo
per told The Montclarion that he
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IPartridge \
Hall to be
Irenovated
fo r office
space
!

i

expected the installation of a new
system to begin that month. It didn't.
Cooper explained the delay
i
in that under the present code, B ohn
Hall requires a system that uses
permanent hardwire smoke detec
tors (no battery operated detectors
by Mike Cappadona
ate allowed). Each detector must
A document proposing to
be connected to a main switch
renovate Partridge Hall was
board-like line that will eventually
passed by an eight to one vote at
be placed at the Bohn Hall security
the February meeting of the
desk. The cost of the system is
j Board of Trustees, said Sal
estimated between $180,000 and
; Anderton, student trustee repre$250,000.
. sentative.
Cooper added that the diffi
The renovation will de
culties and delays in installation
cree the amount of classroom
are due to the fact that Bohn Hall is
space the building allows. The
a high-rise and the building admin
third and fourth floors will be
istration is trying to anticipate fu
come office space for the facul
ture changes in the state code.
ty, leaving only the first and sec
“They’ve never had smoke
ond floors available for class
detectors,” said Student Board of
room space.
Trustees member Seth Leibowitz,
Partridge Hall will become
“I’ve been pressing administration
the School o f Business while the
to make this a priority and I think
new academic building, sched
they should install them right
uled to open this summer, will
away.”
become the school of Humani
Cantrell stated that batteryties and Social Sciences.
operated smoke detectorswere used
However, the new build- i
at the beginning of last semester
ing will not add any classroom !
when the system shut itself down.
space, Anderton said. It will |
When the system began to work
divide the amount of classrooms i
again, the detectors were pulled
Please turn to HALL page 3
out of the rooms.

Student Information System allows New running track
professors to access student records scheduled for the fall
by Donna Wall
by A.J. Pags
A policy regarding confiden
tiality in disclosure of student in
formation is targeted for formula
tion by the end of March, College
Senate President Wayne Bond said.
The need for such a policy
was brought to the attention of the
College Senate by Dr. Edward A.
Boyno, an advisor in the Mathe
matics and Computer Science De
partment during their meeting on
Feb. 17.
The Student Inform ation
System (S.I.S.), is designed to al
low specific members of the facul

ty to aid students in enrollment in
classes and academic advisement.
Under the present system howev
er, advisors and chairs of any de
partment can access the files, in
cluding grades, of any student, re
gardless of their major.
“I don’t think it’s proper for
me to be able to access the files of
a student in the accounting depart
ment. I don’t have a need to know
that information,” Boyno said.
While access to the S.I.S.
requires a separate privilege from
the base computer system, Boyno

expressed concern regarding who
actually has access to the files.
“There should be a way to restrict
access. It’s a basic privacy issue,”
Boyno insists.
The Committee for Disci
pline and Ethics will convene in
March to develop the policy con
cerning privacy issues. Bond said
he called the committee to meet
regarding “the issues themselves,
not the particulars” and would not
comment on anything specific, in
cluding the computer system.

Montclair State College will
have a new and improved track
next fall if all goes according to
plan, athletics officials said.
The track, which can no long
er be used for competition due to
its poor condition, has been deteri
orating for several years said A1
Langer, director of sports inform ation. The track suffers from low
spots that have filled with water
and edges that are coming up. Al
though athletic officials said there
have been no injuries during the
practices that are still held on the
track, it is still feared that the track’s
condition is dangerous for runners.

“If things keep going the way
they are, w e’ll have a real prob
lem,” said Edward Martin, dean of
student affairs.
According to Dean Martin,
the project, which is hoped to be
gin in the spring, will also include
several improvements to the track
as well as repairs. Among the
improvements will be improved
drainage, the construction of a spec
tator area and the improvement of
the field in the middle of the track.
The field could then be used for
soccer and field hockey. The ad
ministration hopes to have the

Please turn to TR ACK page 3
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compiled by T.S. Lawton from The New York Times, The Herald, The Star Ledger, The Record and CNN
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Snow
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High: 24

U.S. forces engaged in battle with Somalians on Sunday resulting in 10 casualties. On
Tuesday, the operation was turned over to U.N. forces.
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A man who hijacked a Russian airliner with two hand grenades said he paid 54 dollars to
get past security checks at the Russian airport.
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W est African troops took back the Firestone rubber plantation in Liberia from Charles
Taylor's guerillas.
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The U.N. is setting up an international w ar crimes tribunal to punish those responsible for
mass killings in the former Yugoslavia. But, the security counsel said they do not expect those
“ responsible to stop just because a tribunal was created. Rape and torture will also be investigated.
In Senegal, voters cast ballots for president. Abdove D iouf is expected to win his third term
despite the nation's poor economy. 2.5 million of the 7.4 million eligible voters voted.

President Clinton revealed his tax plan to the nation. Tax increases for people who m ake
30,000 dollars o r more are included in the plan. 70% o f new taxes recommended by Clinton
would be for people who make over 100,000 dollars. Alan Greenspan, the head o f the Federal
Reserve Board, gave Clinton's plan support because o f its specificity in spending cuts.
A verteran fund raiser was indicted for stealing a million dollars from the presidential
campaign of Paul Tsongas. Nicholas Rizzo is said to have set a record in campaign fraud.
A march in support of changing Georgia's state flag took place on Monday. The flag is
emblazoned with the Civil War's Confederate Battle symbol. M ost marchers charged that the
flag is offensive, especially to blacks.
The jury in the L.A.P.D. beating of Rodney King will have two black jurors. The judge
stopped a move by defense attorneys to remove a black man from the jury.
Five cross country skiers were rescued on Tuesday from an avalanche near Aspen, Colo..
Authorities had to fight heavy snow and cold temperatures in their search.
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So far this winter, this area has already surpassed the amount of snowfall that we received last winter.
On Sunday, the 4.5 inches of snow that fell put us up to 20 inches for the season, toppling last year's total
of 17.25 inches.
A federal judge yesterday ruled that the conviction of former Passaic mayor, Joseph Lipari should
stand. The appeal for Lipari was based on key evidence that was withheld. His lawyer said this evidence
may have acquitted him.
A 300 million dollar tidal barrier is being considered for Bergen County. The Army Corps of
Engineers are going to handle the task of building a wall stronger than the ocean. The December Nor'Easter
has prompted political action.
New Jersey's State Congressional delegation toured Ft. Monmouth and McGuire Air Force base.
They said they will do everything they can to save the bases from the Pentagon's March 15 cutbacks. Many
jobs and dollars have already been lost due to military scaling down in the state.

Partly Cloudy
Low: 10
High: 29

The photograph of Alicia Savage that ran in the Feb. 11 edition
was taken by A.J. Pags.The sports photographs in last week's issue
were taken by Jay Biagianti and Joe Minotti.
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Alcohol to be
erved March
5 at the Rat
by Jennifer Medera

• On March 15, alcohol will
start to be served at the Rathskellar. In a nine week period the
physical arrangement of the facil
ity will be:

weeks one through three
A portable bar will serve alcohol.

weeks four through six
Alcohol will be served from the
bar by the kitchen.

weeks seven through nine
Alcohol will be served in the entire
Rat.
This will be a trial period to
see if everything works success
fully. Alcohol will be served Mon
day through Wednesday from 5 10p.m. After two months, alcohol
will be served one w eekend
evening from 8:30 p.m.- 1:30 a.m.
as well as during the week.
Patrons of the Rat must show
a valid form of ID (driver’s li
cense, passport, birth certificate,
MSC ID card) in order to be served
alcohol. Only MSC students and
their guests will be allowed to use
the Rat. The Rat will only serve
beer and wine.
•On Feb. 9, Governor Jim
Florio recommended a budget for
New Jersey Schools of Higher
Education. He recom m ended

$15.6 billion to all New Jersey
colleges, than is one billion dollars
more than the current budget. For
MSC, Florio recommended $30
million for tuition stabilization and
the school cannot increase tuition
by more than five per cent.
The state is also passing an
early retirement bill which would
encourage higher paid people to
retire earlier than planned. This
would help to reduce staff while
also bringing on new employees
with lesser salaries. The governor
also endorsed two bond issues:
1. Jobs of the future: MSC
is allotted a little more than seven
million dollars for renovation to
the campus.
2. Equipm ent leasing
pool; MSC will be able to pur
chase a little more than $30 million
for new equipment.
The tuition increase of five
per cent will become active by the
summer term.
There will be a maximum of
$1200 appropriated to WMSC for
new equipment. This will enable
better sound production.
•The International Student
Organization (ISO) has been allot
ted $1300 by the SGA in order to
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sponsor a trip to Washington on
March 12-14.
• The Council on Interna
tional Education Exchange (CIEE)
will be at career services on Tues
day, March 2. They will assist
students who are considering work
ing or volunteering abroad.

Cam pus Police aid
students in specific
circum stances

TRACK, from page 1

by A. J. Page

project finished by next fall.
An obstacle standing in the
way of the project, however, is a
flock of Canadian geese that in
habits the field. Bird droppings are
covering both the field and the
track and the geese have even at
tacked Track Coach John Blanton
several times. State regulations
have made it difficult, though, for
the school to remove the geese.
The administration is currently try
ing to find a safe and legal way to
relocate the birds.
“The problem is very bad,”
said Blanton. “But they haven’t
really hurt anyone. It’s actually
sort of funny.”
Although the administration
is unsure of how much renovations
will cost, ideas for funding have
already been discussed. Accord
ing to Dean Martin, the “tight
funding situation” the school faces
may be aided by a state facilities
bond that has funded state sports
facilities, such as the Meadowlands, and some state colleges.
Langer suggested that the funds
may be appropriated from the mon
ey that is funding the “pool of
renovations” currently in progress
on campus.

The Montclair State Cam
pus Poilce are here to protect and
to serve, but don’t get carried away.
Complaints are often over
heard by students who are disgrun
tled by what they consider alack of
service by Campus Police.
Allison Murphy complains
because a visitor of hers has a flat
tire. Another student complains
because of a dead battery. In both
cases, Campus Police would not,
and could not help.
“Motor vehicle assists are
straightforward attempts (to assist)
students locked out of their cars,”
Sgt. Debra Newcombe said.
Newcombe also added that a
release form must be signed prior
to the assist in case of any inciden
tal damage to the vehicle.
“Other cases [flattires,jump
starts] are out of title work. We 're
not insured for that,” Newcombe
said.
Newcombe sighted officer
injuries as the main reason aid is
withheld from these students.
However, Campus Police is
able to lend jumper cables to driv
ers that need their car jump started.
The cables are provided by
the Student Government Associa

tion (SGA), and carried in the trunk
of Campus Police vehicles. How
ever, police vehicles can not be
used in the procedure.
Campus Police will also as
sist a student if their car runs out of
g;is by transporting them to and
from the nearest gas station.
In addition, Campus Police
provide an after-hour escort ser
vice. The service is provided after
the shuttle buses have stopped
running for the night and allows a
student to be picked up and driven
anywhere on campus.

HALL, from page

amount of classrooms and faculty
office space in half.
Anderton, the only oposing
vote stated that, “The students feel
resentment towards the faculty for
taking their space,” Anderton said.
“In 1989, classroom space was a
priority to the administration.” He
added that the renovation would
not improve the classroom situa
tion and would contradict the pri
orities of the administration.

Spend your summer in P aris, Xott&otl, Madrid,
IIlexicD Citg, Jamaica, Costa Rica
or 27 other places.
Come hear a representative from
the Council on International Educational Exchange
talk about Sum mer Work and Learning Opportunities
in the Caribbean, Europe, Asia, and Africa and Latin America.

Turn this summer into an experience you’ll never forget
TUESDAY, March 2nd from 12:00 to 1:30
Student Center Annex 126
Sponsored By Career Services
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while walking on Webster Road
and refused medical attention.

am pus
Police
R eport

2/22/93
A chemistry lab
student spilled some sulfuric acid
and blistered her face while trying
to open a bottle. She was taken to
St. Joseph’s Hospital by volunteer
ambulance.
2/23/93
A Freeman res
ident suffered through some type
of a seizure and was taken to Moun
tainside Hospital.

False Impersonation

complied b y Kelly J. Schab

Theft
2/17/93
A female stu
dent reported the theft of her purse
which was left behind in a Par
tridge Hall classroom.
2/17/93
A student’s coat
was stolen from the Media Center
when left unattended for three
hours.

PanzerGym. He had left his jacket
in a pile with other jackets.
2/22/93
A resident from
Clove Road Apartments' reported
the theft of several CD’s from the
apartment. The resident named a
possible suspect who was a fre
quent visitor.

2/11/93
Campus Police
arrested a full-time student, Rey
naldo Acevedo, for false imper
sonation under a disorderly imper
sonation charge.
2/21/93
Campus Police
arrested Michael J. Fucsko forfalse
impersonation after he tried to en
ter Bohn Hall using a altered photo
driver’s license.

Located Missing Student

2/20/93
Garfield Police
Department filed a report concern
ing a Blanton resident that was
missing. The investigation led to
locating the missing student in Flor
ida.

Harrassment
2/18/93
A female resi
dent of Clove Road reported re
ceiving harassing phone calls from
a former acquaintance who is also
a former student.
2/20/93
A female stu
dent who was in a Partridge Hall
bathroom stall reported that a male
threatened to come into the stall
and left only after she screamed.
2/20/93
A female Bohn
resident received harassing phone
calls from a male who claims that
he was watching her. This is still
under investigation.
Assault
2/19/93

dent, a male Blanton resident, and
another male student were assault,
ed by three other males at 12:45
a.m. but the report was not filed
until 4:00 a.m. According to the
Stone resident, he had been in Blan.
ton visiting the Blanton resident
and the other student. He went
back to Stone and on his way, he
was assaulted by the three and
kicked in the head. The victim
then called his friends at Blanton
and told them what had happened.
The two came to Stone and there
was confrontation between all six
males. One of the unidentified
used a wooden club. It is unknown
if the three are students. The two
residents were injured with visible
bruises and lacerations while the
third student fled before getting
hurt. One resident from Stone Hall
felt that he could indentify the assailanls and based on this information, the investigation is continu
ing. The injured refused medical
attention.

A Stone resi

Theft of MV
2/17/93
Amemberofthe
faculty of the Arts department
found that paints and brushes were
stolen from a metal cabinet.
2/18/93
A female stu
dent reported that three state is
sued handicap plaques were stolen
from her car. This has been an
ongoing problem.
2/18/93
A member of
the faculty of the music depart
ment reported the theft of a sculp
ture from a wall of the music build
ing.
2/18/93
A female stu
dent reported the theft of cash from
her purse. She was not sure where
she lost it but it was turned into the
Student Center.
2/20/93
A Blanton resi
dent reported the theft of her coat
during a party at the Student Cen
ter.
2/21/93
A male student
reported the theft of his wallet while
playing intramural basketball in
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2/21/93
A car was re
ported stolen from lot 21 while it
was parked overnight. It was re
covered by Newark Police Depart
ment hours later.
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2/22/93
An
1984
Oldsmobile was reported stolen
from lot 25 between 11 a.m. and 4
p.m.

Medical
2/17/93
Two students
slipped and fell on the ice. One fell
in front of the Student Center and
was taken to the Health Center
while the other student, who fell in
a parking lot, was taken to Moun
tainside Hospital.
2/18/93
A Clove Road
resident slipped, fell on the ice and
was taken to the Medical Center.
2/19/93
A female stu
dent slipped and fell on the ice in a
parking lot.
2/20/93
Amemberofthe
faculty slipped and fell on the ice

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don’t take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, th a t’s a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SR As not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a rem arkably easy way
to build retirem ent income—especially
for the "extras” that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don’t send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
W hat else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
C R E F ’s variable annuity—all backed
by the nation’s num ber one retirement
system.
W hy w rite off the chance for a more
rewarding retirem ent? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

B enefit now fro m ta x deferral. C all our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years o f en su rin g th e fu tu re
fo r th o se w h o shape i t “
rJ
CREFcertificata art distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Servita. For more complete information, including charges and expensa, coil 1800-842-2753, ext. 80tt
for a prospectus. Read t be prospectus carefully before you invert or send money.
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by: Sandra Cammilleri

Danceworks ’93, the annual dance feature o f the Mainstage Theatre Series, is full o f a spirited verve and a freedom
o f m ovement that is very expressionistic!
This year’s production contains some choreography by MSC dance students. Students whose dances are performed
include Karen Love who choreographed and dances the piece titled “Vexation.” “Fetus,” another piece is choreographed
and danced by Barbara Applegate. “Certain Silence” is choreographed by Yeeria Yee and Laurie Romeo, and “E=M C2”
by Randi Cord.
Other choreographers include guest artists Joanie Smith and Danial Shapiro who present “Never Enough” and
“Passions,” and “Full Circle,” and alumni student, Joelle VanSickle” who presents “Iternum” and “Fractured Symmetries.”
M ost striking among these dances are two works titled “Dinner Party” and E=MC2.” “Dinner Party” choreographed
by Kim Whittman and Todd Rosenlieb is a fun, upbeat dance that reveals the quirky relationship between a husband and
his w ife and their affairs at a dinner party. There is som e excellent lighting used here. The soft, subtle, pastel tones truly
compliment both the dance and the costumes. The movements are lively and passionate! “E=M C2,” choreographed by
dance student Randi Cord is a very rhythmic and colorful piece also. There is a symmetric balance among movements which
provides a cohesive quality to the dance.
Under the direction o f Lori Katterhenry, Danceworks ’93 is brimming with a talented team o f individual, all o f whom
have diligently created a production that is alive with meaning and emotion!
The show premieres on Thursday, February 25 at 8pm, follow ed by performances on February 26 and 27 at 8pm and
Februaiy 26 and 28 at 2pm. Tickets can be obtained by calling the box office at (201) 893-5112.
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p e c u l i a r p e o p le a n d w io d h w W o n d e r s
com ing to you bi-w eekly by APPETITE COTTER

O.K., fine. A zit did noFconquer the Roman Empire.
"...so I said to the cop 'Look if you're
going to give me a ticket or something, get
on with it, but you don't have to go through
my entire van looking for pot.' I mean I'm
not that stupid. And besides..."
" Ooooo, that's a nice one," Gouri
interupted, staring deeply at the bridge of
my nose.
" What?"
" Yeah, plump and juicy. Ripe for the
pickin'."
" What are you talking about?"
" That zit," she said aburptly, " Does
it hurt or what?"
" Can we leave my facial disfigure
ments alone? I'm trying to tell a story
here..."
" Yeah but Jesus App, it's hard to
concentrate on what you're saying with that
thing staring at me like a third eye. I mean,
no offense or anything."
" None taken. Listen, I have to go.
Urn, I'll see you later." I walked quickly to
the men's room to examine the seemingly
obnoxious "thing" between my eyes. There
it was, a glowing beacon of self-conciousness
pleading 'pop me! pop me!’ I was in no
mood. There are far more important things
to worry about, I told myself: International
strife, state budgets, phone bills, the very
notion of existence itself! No. I would not
allow a post-pubescent hormonal malfunc
tion stand in the way of rational thought. I
would let the world know that indeed, a
mountain existed on my face, and I was
more than comfortable with it. I strode
confidently to the Ratt to get a cup of coffee.
The guy behind the counter was pleasant...
"What can I get you?" he asked
" Just a medium coffee, high octane."
1 paused lor a moment. The guy poured die
coffee, and glanced up. Frothing paranoia

set in. " What are you looking at?" I
demanded.
"Huh?"
"You're wondering if this zit hurts
aren't you?"
He looked puzzled "What the hell are
you talking about?"
"I know, I know. Look its O.K. to
stare at it. Everybody gets them right? I
mean there's no stigma attached. I'm not
contagious. Really. No, I don't blame you
at all."
"You on drugs man?"
"No! I mean yes. Wait, NO! Just
forget it. Christ, gimme the coffee..." I
walked away realizing that this strategy was
completely flawed. I was beginning to feel
immensely stupuid. A zit is a zit. I would
ignore the damn thing like any other normal
humanoid and just get on with it. I ran into
Katy.
"Hey App! How’s the new boots?"
"Excellent! Dig this here now, I don't
have a single blister. I think they're pretty
much broken in."
"Did you get punched or fall on your
bedpost or something?"
My heart sank. "No. Why?"
"Well you have a big red...oh, I'm
sorry. Its a zit. Do you want some Oxy?"
"NO. I don't want Oxy thank you.
Jesus, can't a person have a pimple without
it making the cover of the Sunday Times! ?!"
"Don’t get hostile. I mean God, you're
not in high school. Get over it. I mean
please... Call me later if you're in a better
mood." She kind've huffed and walked
away, shaking her head. She was right, of
course. What an idiot I was being. I could
have a blue mohawk or wear a prom dress to
the Loop without the slightest embarrass
ment, yet I was stooping so low as to be

would undoubtedly accept me and my new
friend, zit, with open arms.
"Hey everybody, Tm HOME!"
FESTERING
"Wow, Slieila come here and look at
! the gross zit Appetite has!" Robb bellowed
"Wait, I'll get a safety pin and we'll burst that
OFMtSSNE mama like the balloon of pus it is. I love
this!" The rest of the house came running,
like herds of buffalo across the frontier.
They began to chant, waving their hands in
some mystic pimple popping ceremony,
bl&GEORtE) egging Robb on as he prepared the instument
of destruction.
"O O G Y B LO O G Y SHALOO K
concerned with a zit. Ridiculous!
Stepping outside into the windswept OOGY" they screamed and fell to the ground,
tundra that is the Student Center Quad, I lit convulsing and drooling. 1 ran upstairs
a cigarette and began to forget all about my howling with fear, locking the attic door
leprosy. I turned the comer, head down and behind me. I was not safe anywhere, I
began to concoct ways to procrastinate do thought! I would have to sit in my room for
ing a 10 page paper due in the morning. I days, perhaps weeks, until the zit decided to
it was it in its best interest to leave. A virtual
peered up. Then all hell broke loose.
Walking dead in front of me was the prisoner of my own bodily fuctions. I chuck
goddess. A China doll, the MonaLisa. Pale, led at my discomfort. The phone rang...
I picked up the reciever gingerly.
dark curly hair, all bundled up against the
"Hello?" I ventured
cold. I almost barfed.
"App? Its Gouri. Listen I..."
"Hey" she said, hurrying past.
"NoGouri. You listen to me. IHAVE
"Hey" I said, covering my forehead
pretending to block out the non-existent A ZIT!! A HUGE FESTERING GROWTH
sun. "Um, yeah Hey" I blubbered again ON MY FACE!! But I'm 23 years old and
using both hands now, as if someone was these things no longer hold ANY relavence
shoving two 100 watt light bulbs into my in my measly existence. So any advice you
eye sockets. I thought for sure I was in some may have for me, you may proceed to keep
to yourself! DO YOU DIG?"
ptiful Stridex commercial.
"Yeah fine App. Whatever. That's
"Well, bye." Andshe shuffled off into
not why I'm calling."
oblivion.
"Huh?"
Then I barfed. I stumbled helplessly
"Well, I just read your article from last
towards home.
I would find solace at the House of week, and frankly, you're getting really self
Recovering Derelicts, my humble abode. indulgent. I mean, next you'll be writing
My roomates, being non-judgemental and about your nose hairs or something..."
"Nose hairs? My God! I never even
liberally aware would think nothing of my
zit and its powers to control my life. They noticed my nose hairs!"

RU6E !
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Mixed feelings - On one hand
I want better medical and retirement
plan. However, I don't want my taxes
increased by 13%! A tax increase
will also cut back on the productivity
of the U.S. and keep us in the reces
sion.
Lynn Schultze
Accounting Senior

Everyone complains about how
we don't have enough M ed ica re,
welfare,or other services from the g o v
ernment. And when the government
has the opt ion to appropriate these funds,
it means higher taxes; it's a no-win
situation. Raising taxes is a temporary
solution.
Brendan H. Jones
Undeclared Sophomore

Well, the problem hasn't been
solved yet. Maybe his new ideas will
change some things in this country, but
the price we’re paying is a little steep.
Look at it this way, it can't gel much
worse. I'll sacrifice if it works in the
long run.
Tara McQuaid
Freshman Theater Major

He suprised me a lot before the
election. I had faith in him before the
election that he would come with a
great package proposal to minority.
But what can I say? Everyone is the
same.

Vijoy Rauer Nilam Nailc
Marketing Senior
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Kiddies 101;
Where to keep Billy & Susie during
The Development of Math
by Kristy Capoblanco
Sm all, running bodies. Loud, scream ingm ouths.
Chaos and confusion. K ind patient adults. One o f the
school's cafeterias, you ask? Close, but this is a typical
scene o f M S C ’s ch ild care center.
L ocated on cam pus, in Stone H all, the child care
center has a total enrollm ent o f 70 children, although
the m axim um nu m b er allow ed in the center at one tim e
is 50 children. E v ery w eekday, from seven thirty in the
morning until eight o'clock at night the center watches
over the children o f M SC 's students and em ployees.
T he center expanded this past Septem ber with
the addition o f a second section devoted to infants and
toddlers. T he cen ter’s on-duty staff o f four to five
students and one certified teacher cares for kids age 330 months.
T he children are dropped o ff by their par
ents, and stick to a schedule, including “free
play, ch ild ren ’s choice, (w eather perm it
ting) outdoor play, reading, snack and
nap tim e,” according Jam es D eLuca,
the director o f the center.
“I am very happy w ith the pro
gram ,” said D ede Stanisci, a full-tim e
psychology graduate student and par
ent o f a 17 m onth and 4 year old, both
in the program . “A s a m other I appre
ciate it,” she said. “If I did n ’t live so
tar away, I w ould use the center on

m y o ff tim e too.” Stanisci also works as an
attendant in the center.
The parents range in age from “ 19
and 20 to well into their 4 0 ’s,” according to
D eLuca. They are allow ed to visit with
their kids, and som etim es com e in during
breaks betw een their classes. Som e parents
com e in during lunch hour to feed their
children.
O ver half o f the children enrolled in the
child care center are children o f M S C ’s stu
dents, according to DeLuca. “First priority for
enrollm ent, goes to the students o f the college,”
said DeLuca, “T he second priority is given to the staff
o f the college. A nd finally, openings, if any, are left to
the com m unity.”
As o f now, the In
fan t/Toddler section is
som ew hat o f an or
phan,
housed

tem porarily in the
re c re a tio n ro o m o f
W ebster H all. A perm a
nent hom e is planned for
the in fa n t/to d d le r se c tio n ,
how ever, in an extension that is
to start construction by the end o f A pril. C onstruction
is expected to be com pleted by S eptem ber (keep your
fingers crossed).
Fees for the center are as follow s for cam pus
affiliated fam ilies:

Three -15 month old babies
H a lf day program : $18 per session, $80 per
week.
Full day program : $30 per session, $140 a week.
A dditional tim e is $4.50 an hour.
T o d d lers
H a lf day program : $16 per session, $75 per
week.
Full day program : $28 per day, $130 per week.
A dditional hours $4 per hour.

Pre-sthwl age
H a lf day program : $15 per session, $70 per
week.
Full day program : $26 per day, $120 per
week.
A dditional tim e is $3.75 an hour.
“T hese rales are reasonable for this area,
but not for parents on a set incom e,” said
D eLuca. “Som e students get an increase in
their financial aid or student loans. W e are
alw ays looking for grants to help them
w ith the costs.”
Interested? W ell, if you want to get
your kid(s) into the C hild C are C enter, it
pays to plan early. Pregnant w om en are
advised to "sign up now " for the center's
w aitipo I'si
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The Dumb Waiter: It’s about control
By Sandra Cammlllerl
On February 19, 1993, Fri
day Afternoon Performance Hours
of MSC's Theatre Series Presented

Harold Pinter’s profound dramatic
statement: The Dumb Waiter.
Directed by Joseph Dalo, this
performance portrayed the relation
ship of two characters, Ben and

Once again, I come to you
with the statement that PBS isn’t
just Sesame Street and Mr. Rogers’
Neighborhood. Last time, WNET
(Channel 13) had just aired The
Civil War, an incredible documen
tary highlighting both sides of the
war. Sunday night, WNET aired a
show titled "The Meeting- A Fic
tional Account," which showed
w hat m ig h t’ve h ap p en ed if
Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King, Jr. ever met.
I wish I had written down the
actor’s names to tell you, but I was
so taken back by how well-written
it was and how well the actors
worked with each other that I just
sat back and watched. After the
hour-long program ended, I was
left thinking about the ideologies
of the two black leaders.
Malcolm X was all-around
aggravated about King’s methods.
Non-violence would get the black
people of America nowhere. They
had to take back by force what had
been taken from them by force.
This was a battle, one that had to be
fought- physically, if necessary.
King disagreed, saying that
violence begets more violence, and
especially in this case, the means
do not justify the end. He also told
Malcolm not to confuse non-vio
lence with non-action. The actions
of one tired woman on a bus (that
being Rosa Parks, if you didn’t
know) set the wheels in motion for
the removal of signs that burned
‘For Colored O nly’ into “the
psyche of our Negro children.”
M alcolm retaliated, and
asked how King can just sit back
and watch all the injustices go on
and not be affected. King swiftly
put him in his place, telling
Malcolm that they got him furi
ous- but his God won’t let him

resort to violence. He can’t.
The show also showed the
more human side of the two, not
just the activists that we are used to
seein g . A fte r one heated
arguement, a ticked off King gets
up to leave. Malcolm tells him not
to forget his lunch, referring to a
brown bag on a table. King opens
the bag, and informs him that it’s a
gift, not for Malcolm, but his
daughter. M alcolm’s house had
recently been bombed, and King’s
daughter Yolanda didn’t know if
any of Malcolm’s daughter’s toys
survived. King hands him a doll,
which sends a kind of subliminal
message- our hope lies in our chil
dren. Malcolm thanks King for both
himself and his daughter- a truly
touching moment.
They also talk on the bal
cony of the hotel Malcolm is stay
ing in. Malcolm confesses that he
originally wanted to be a lawyer.
For the prosecution, or the defense?
K ing asks. W o u ld n ’t m atter,
Malcolm says, laughing. “I’d al
ways be in contempt!” Malcolm
asks King if he always wanted to
be a civil leader. No, King says.
All he wanted was a little congre
gation to preach to. He didn ’t even
want to be a minister, but he had no
choice. God pointed the way for
him.
This was a great show, be
cause it put all the emotion and
feeling that these two men had, and
explained their ideologies in a way
that even the most casual viewer
can understand. If there was ever a
casual way to explain what these
two men had to say about civil
rights and personal advancement,
this is it. I hope that WNET chooses
to rebroadcast this magnificent
program. Believe me, it is a trea
sure.

Gus, who are on an assignment to
kill. These hired assassins work
for a m ysterious organization
which sends them to various secret
hideaways where they then must
stay and wait until further instruc
tions are given. The plot began in
this manner. Who the victim was,
was never revealed until the end.
Thus, The Dumb Waiter de
notes the process of alienation to
which the individual is subjected
to, when confronted by collective
forces greater than his/her own
power which compel this indi
vidual to seek destruction upon
fellow humans. In rendering the
production, director Dalo further
stressed that it was “not a play,”
but rather “ a moment in time.”
The dramatic occurance fea

tured Mike Finn as Ben, the senior
partner, who matter of factly and
loyally does his job without con
sidering the implications, and Ja
son Grote as Gus, Ben’s partner in
crime. Gus however, unlike Ben,
questions everything. This ulti
mately leads to his climactic min.
With the use of minimal
props and scenery, the focus be
came primarily directed on the act
ing. Accordingly, the interplay
between the characters provided a
static and suspenseful tension.
Both Grote and Finn did a fine job
of building up the plot gradually.
Once again, Finn’s strong stage
presence was apparent throughout
his acting. In his facial expression,
he evokes a wealth of meaning and
insight about the characters he

At
The
Prudential
no
major
minor
If you’re a motivated indi
vidual with a strong aca
demic record, you may be
considered for an on-cam
pus interview with The
Prudential. Please submit
your resume to the Career
Services Office; qualified
candidates will be con
tacted. Equal opportunity
employer.
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RUSH
ALPHA PHI OM EGA
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plays. Likewise, Grote manages
to blend a comical twist to his
characters, softening their image
despite how menacing or serious
they may appear!
In an interview, Jason Grote
eloquently summed up the signifi
cance of this dramatic piece stat
ing: “it’s about control and rebel
lion against control. That’s why
Gus gets it in the end.”
Upcoming shows for The
atre Series include Uncommon
Women And Others by Wendy
Wasserstein on March 9-14 and
Lanfoi d W ilson’s Home Free! on
April 23. Tickets for these shows
can be obtained by calling the box
office at 893-5112.
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Welcome,loyal readers, to
yet another special installment of
PROPHET BIGG! I seem to be
benefiting from my Irish luck of
late. After bringing the words of
Christian Slater to you, I was
granted an invitation to the screen
ing of Amos & Andrew , starring
Nicolas Cage and Samuel L. Jackson and was written and directed
by E. Max Frye. After the screen
ing, there was a small press con
ference where Samuel L. Jackson
and E. Max Frye were answering
questions...
Question • What attracted
you to the script?
Jackson • I was about to be
unemployed, Patriot Games was
almost over and they were holding
auditions and my agent got me
one. It was also my first chance to
do a lead in a film and I figured the
natural progression should go there.
(Laughter)
Q • Were script changes con
sidered because of the L.A. riots
going on during shooting?
Fry e • Well. I wrote the script
a good six montlis before it hap
pened and it was a strange coinci
dence that those two or three days
of shooting the house burning and
protest scenes in the film that L.A.
was burning. I remember watch
ing CNN while we were shooting
all night till 2 or 3 in the morning
and seeing Fredricks of Hollywood
being looted and things like that.
But no, we didn’t change the script
because of it.
Q • After twenty years of
character acting how does it feel to
be in a lead role?
J • Well, Andrew is a char
acter. The difference being I was
on camera a lot more and I stayed
on location for the whole shoot. I
didn’t just show up, do my job and
leave. Andrew is a lead character
act, he’s not a leading man in the
sense that he’s an All-American
guy who gets the girl and has a
dilemma to solve. H e’s a man who
has quirks.
Q • After such a long career
of character acting, did it surprise
you that you received a lead role?
J • No. Well, the roles are
getting larger. It’s kinda like any
other job. You start out as a janitor
and maybe somewhere a mail room
boy and then you move up. I ’ve
done small things and they’ve gotten bigger and bigger and bigger. It
was just a matter of time, I sup
pose, till the right vehicle came
along that was right for me to do.
This happened to be it, at the time.
Loaded Weapon is the only film
where somebody just said “Sam
Jackson, come on down! If you
want this role you can have it!” and
1took it! Otherwise, I audition like
everyone else.
F • Sam came in, initially,
and we just talked with him cause

we had all been very impressed
with his work, especially/ung/e
Fever. What was great is when we
brought Sam in he was nothing
like the Gator character in Jungle
Fever. He was all dressed up and
looking good. (Laughter)
Q • After the Gator charac
ter, did you feel any pressure to
play a responsible black charac
ter?
J • Gator was responsible.
No, I didn’t. You see,everybody
wants us to be role models. If you
really want to know the kind of
person I am, you can check with
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stereo - you might assume he was
stealing. It’s all stereotypes.
Q • Do you feel as a black
actor that your roles are limited?
J • No, I ’m not. I ’ve been
able to go through a lot of color
blind casting mainly because of
my training, I guess. I ’ve managed
to do a lot of different kinds of
things. I think there are a lot of
actors who don’t have the versatil
ity to do that kind of thing.
Q • Are blacks on T.V. in
mostly stereotypical roles, like
Martin and The Fresh Prince of

Belairel
J • Martin is a very real kind
of guy. There are guys like Martin.
There are guys like Wil Smith,
somewhere. There are the same
types of people all over television.
I don’t know any people like the
people on Beverly Hills 90210 but
I ’m sure there are some! (laughter)
I don’t know’em, but I know guys

know, somebody very close to them
that had gone through the very
sam e thing. T hey were very
touched by it. Everybody saw him
as a very real person. Because of
that, people feel that they can walk
up to me and embrace me in a
certain kind of way because I ’m
related to ’um in some kind of way
because of that.. That’s very good.
The Cannes Film Festival Award
and the New York Film Critics
Award were springboards that got
me from here (New York) to Hol
lywood. (laughter) Got me in those
lunches and those meetings that I
normally wouldn’t have been in. It
definitely changed my career. It’s
the best work on film I ’ve done to
date.
Q • Do you feel especially
anxious about the reaction to your
first film as director?
F • Well, you put yourself
out there on the line and you’re

The PROPHET impresses Samuel L. Jackson after screening Amos & Andrew.
me and I ’ll tell ya about me and my
daughter doin’ her homework, the
fact that I graduated from college,
I believe in education, I pay my
bills. My wife and I’ve been to
gether for 22 years. It has nothing
to do with people that I kill on
screen, who d o n ’t really
die.(laughter) A ndl’ve neverbeen
in jail for any of the crimes I ’ve
comitted on screen. So, my re
sponsibility as an actor is to be
very true to every character that I
accept the role to play. I do my job
well. That’s what most role mod
els do.
Q • Were you trying to make
fun of stereotypes with the Rev.
Brunch character?
F • Well, there is really only
one character in here that is not a
stereotype and that’s Andrew Ster
ling. The white guy, Amos, has
tattoos and smokes pot and is kinda
your typical heavy metal dude. The
police are kind of a stereotype.
Rev. Brunch can be a stereotype.
The media. Everybody. That’s
what the movie is about Youknow,
you see a guy with a tattoo and you
assume he’s gonna steal a car; you
see a cop, you assume he’s after
you if you’re black. You see a
black guy in a window fixing his

like Martin that are in this busi
ness. I know guys like IceT and Ice
Cube here in Trespass, but I don’t
want to be one of’em. They’re
based in fact. Every character that
you see in a film or on television is
based in fact. Somebody’s seen’um
somewhere and decided that some
body wants to see them do some
thing. Somebody has made the
decision that those people are in
teresting and that America needs
to be entertained by’um. I don’t
audition for those kind of things.
No body asks me to do those kinds
of things. But, when it comes to
films that have criminals in them,
they’re gonna see a lot of black
people and His panic people be
cause, for whatever reason, broth
ers and hispanic people commit a
lot of crimes. Whether it’s eco
nomics, anger or whatever. I have
never had a problem playing those
roles ‘cause I always found a way
to make it okay for myself. If for
no other reason, to say that I had to
feed my daughter.
Q • What was the reaction to
the role of Gator in Jungle Fever?
J • Well, most people could
relate to Gator in a very real way. A
lot of people say their fathers, broth
ers, husbands, cousins, lovers, you

open for any kind of criticism.
A nybody can take a shot.
Everybody’s a critic so you do it
and you’re vulnerable. You hope
you don’t get nailed on a national
scale!
Q • Was there a difference
working for a first time director?
J • Max was very knowl
edgeable about what he wrote and
how he wanted the whole thing to
go. He left a lot of the technical
stuff to other people, in terms of
shot selection, the lights, other stuff.
Max didn’t bother with any of that.
He was concerned with us more
than anything else. And now the
story was going. So that was one
basic difference. He also let us
reverse and most directors don’t.
We spent time before we started to
shoot reversing the film and get
ting things straight and talking
about character and development.
That was different.
Q • Did you enjoy the duel
role of screenwriter and director?
F • Yeah. You spend a year
of your life writing something you
don’t just want to hand it over to
somebody else so they can take
over. It’s like being pregnant for
nine months and having someone
else raise your kids. It just comes

out differently than you would have
done it. I think if you put that much
effort into something, you should
finish it off.
Q • Do you intend to ever
return to theatre?
J • Not if my agents can help
it. I would love to. Ideally I ’d like
to do 2 films and a play a year.
Q • Is theatre a lot different
than film?
J • Well, yeah. It’s the give
arid take, the energy between you
and the audience. It’s the feeling of
completion night after night. Film
is kinda like you do a page and an
eighth a day. It’s a lot more persis
tent and the skills become differ
ent. You learn how to repeat stuff
over and over again very skillfully,
whereas, when you ’re doing aplay,
you start at the beginning, do a
middle, arid do an end every night.
And at the end of it there’s that
(claps his hands). At the end of a
scene in a film the best thing you
hear is “print that.”
Q • How do you rate Nicolas
Cage in relation to other people
you’ve worked with? And would
you want to work with him again?
J • I ’d love to work with
Nick again. I had a great time with
Nick. Nick and I come form two
different types of bases in terms of
acting. Nick’s a totally cinematically trained kind of guy. I tend to
want to rehearse and prepare a lot
and Nick likes to be spontaneous.
It s always a joy to sit there and
wonder what he’s gonna do next,
(laughter)
F • One of the terrors.
J • Well, it was a joy for me.
I don’t know what it did for direc
tors of editing room people. But,
Nick’s a fun guy and he’s very
intense about what he’s doing; very
serious about finding characters
and getting nuance and being all
the way there.
F • Sam was alw ays
very...’’You ready Sam?” “Yeah,
let’s do it.” “You ready Nick?” “I
can’t act. I can’t act. What am I
doing here” What am I doin’?
That’sbad.”ThatwasalwaysNick.
Q • Do you have an ideal
role you’d like to play?
J • Naah. Not really. Actu
ally, ideally, I would hope that
each role after the other one is, like
, totally different than the one be
fore it, so I end up with this huge
body of work with all these differ
ent kinds of people.
P rophet • You’ve worked
with a lot of great performers, es
pecially in Loaded Weapon , who
was your favorite person that
you’ve worked with?
J • That’s hard to say. So far,
Nick has been the most fun be
cause we spent the most time to
gether. I alsoenjoyed working with
Wiliam Dafoe inWhite Sands cause
we had all our scenes together and
he has the same kind of theatrical
sensibilities that I have. I just did a
scene in a film with Gary Oldman
who was totally fascinating to work
with.
P • Is there anyone you’d
still like to work with?
J • I don’t have anybody that
I would go out of my way to work
with. If they happen to be there
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MSC Women’s Issues
More good news for women’s center
by Rita Guerra

What's
the
secret?
Suburbanites can now re
joice with the worldwide release
of Miramax Film s’ The Crying
Game, Irish director Neil Jordan’s
film of terrorism, sex and human
emotion. That’s right, it’s quite a
combination too. The basic plot
line is this: An IRA “volunteer”
keeps a black English soldier hos
tage, while he bargains for one of
his ow n’s release. He and his gang
get the order to kill the man and...
Well, I don’t want to give the rest
away. Besides, its too complicated
and I don’t want to make it seem
less interesting than it is with my
inability to intellectualize what is
basically an emotional story. In
other words, The Crying Game is a
great movie, and I ’m not exactly
sure why! The fact is that it is such
a hit in the US is even more re
markable when you look at it from
the marketing point of view: Alow
budget film (4 million) with no big
stars, and actors with thick Irish
and English accents that deals with
what is basically a foreign political
issue.
Much has been made about
“the secret.” The surprise and
shocking plot development that is
probably most similar to Janet
Leigh’s demise in the middle of
Psycho. Here, it is much different,
and the surprise just adds to the
extreme depth that The Crying
Game already possesses by the time
you get to “the secret.” To reveal
“the secret” would not only ruin a
good shock, that is part of the ex
perience , but might discourage you
from attending the film, which
would definitely be a mistake.
Besides, for someone who hasn’t
been introduced to the characters,
it wouldn’t mean much anyway.
The very talented cast in
cludes Miranda Richardson, Jaye
Davidson and Stephen Rea, who
gives a performance that covers so
much ground, its hard to keep up
with him. H e’s great, as is Forest
Whitaker, who will probably be
the only familiar actor to Ameri
can moviegoers. His performance
is sensitive without being melo
dramatic. Credit Neil Jordan for an
iaspired script and sure handed
direction. Everything works here,
and its very hard to explain why
unless you have seen it.
One of the things I liked most
about The Crying Game was how
it takes normally flat, stereotyped
characters and gives them depth,
feeling and complex emotions, kind
of like real life. Those foreign film
makers may have something!

MSC Women’s Center is happy to announce that the re
established traditional “Wednesday Noon Groups” beginning
last October were a great success and we would like to thank all
who participated in our events and encourage attendance at
spring semesterprograms. Some themes will be: Relationships,
a follow-up on the Glen Ridge Sexual Assault Trial, Stress
Management, and Personal Safety. It is our hope these programs
will heighten the campus community’s awareness about women’s
issues, concerns on campus, and in society at large. We are
interested in student involvement with program planning. We
welcome any suggestions about programs you would like to see
offered or might even co-sponsor. Specific dates will be an
nounced very soon.
More good news is the W omen’s Center Resource Cen-

ter/Library is alive, well, and anxious to be of assistance. Our
facility offers reading/research materials on such subjects as:
aging, autobiography, education, health, literature, psychol
ogy, sexuality, women’s studies and many ot hers. We welcome
utilization and input from students, faculty, staff and commu
nity members. Contributions of books, videotapes and finan
cial donations which will enable us to enhance library materials
are always cheerfully accepted. We would particularly appre
ciate copies of books and articles authored by MSC faculty
members and students. Our borrowing policy allows books to
be borrowed for up to one week. The W omen’s Center hours are
9:30-4:00, Monday through Thursday. Come visit, browse,
borrow or study.
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PROPHET continued from page 9
I ’m there it’s cool. I ’ve been
in a film with DeNiro, but I didn’t
interact with him.
P • Will you clear up arumor
for me?
J • If I can.
P • Do you recall when you
were filming the scene in Loaded
Weapon w ith F. M urray
Abraham(Academy Award win
ner, Best Actor foiAmadeus) where
he was supposed to be a Hannibal
Lector-type crim inal...
J • And was all tied up on the
handtruck with that mask on?
P • Right. Well, there is a
rumor that although he fell in the
movie, the fall was, in fact, not
planned and he hurt himself pretty
bad. Is that true?
J • (Laughter) Who told you
that? (Laughter) Yeah, he fell. And
the funny thing was the wall was in
place in front of us and all Emilio
and I could do is try not to laugh.
He did hurt him self, though.
(Pause) You’re real good. Keep
that up!
when

Players is presenting Little Shop of
Horrors this coming week. You all
know what a "BIGG" fan I am of
live theatre, and at the more than
reasonable rates the PROPHET is
highly recomending that you all
see this show. I was given a pre
view of the show and I was floored!
I have to commend Players Presi
dent, Bernadette Cerami and the
other members of players, cast and
crew of the show on the excellent
work I've seen thus far and for not
losing their minds on the way!
Once again, loyal readers, I truely
recommend this show as a must
see. Wait until you see those plants!
And just a couple ofnotes.To
Corinne, there I spelled it right. To
Bern, I love ya, and keep that child
off the access road! To Squid, here's
to the Lemmings! And to all of
you, may the road rise to meet you.
May the wind be always at your
back. And may whatever supreme
force in the universe you believe
in keep you in the palm of its' hand
until we meet again.

Jon Bon better than
I expected!
by George Olschewskl
Saturday night was just sup
posed to be a surprise for my girl
friend. She always told me how
much she wanted to go to a Bon
Jovi concert, so I reluctantly got
tickets and took her. I don’t even
really like Bon Jovi. To make a
long story short, I went.
Guess what?
I liked it.
To Bon Jovi fans, this is no
big surprise, and I can hear a few
“Told ya so!”s out there. But for a
guy who disliked Bon Jovi ever
since Slippery When Wet ; to admit
that Jon and company put on a
damn good show is a rough thing
to admit.
The show wasn’t all glam
and show like past concerts that
I ’ve read about and heard from
other Bon Jovi fans. In the past,
impressive pyrotechnics and a cir
cus-type atmosphere prevailed.
This time around, a few pyrotech
nics highlighting certain songs and
a few light racks were all they had.
This time around, they would let
the music do the talking. They
proved that they didn’t need all the
paraphernalia and could get by on
just the music.

If the sold-out Brendan
Byme Arena was any indication (I
mean, the seats were filled even up
in the upper, upper, upper nose
bleed seats!) I think they pulled it
off.
The band’s performance was
like just about any other live showthe instruments were there, the
audience was there and so was the
energy. The band gave no less than
everything- Tico Torres’ percus
sion gave a driving backbeat to
keyboardist David Bryan, bassist
A lec John Such and R ichie
Sambora’s amazing lead guitar. I
should also mention that Sambora
is just as impressive in Bon Jovi as
he is in his solo endeavor- he is
nothing short of a master on the
guitar.
All right, the band was goodhow was the singing? Aside from
the opening, Jon Bon Jovi was as
good as he is on the albums. His
vocals on the first song of the night,
“I Believe,” from their new Keep
The Faith album, lacked power,
and at times seemed hesitant. Not
to worry, he was back in form for
the next song, “W ild In The
Streets.”
Jon Bon Jovi also admitted
during the show that he did most of

the writing on the new album, and
it was more or less a reflection of
what he was going through in the
three and a half years since their
last album, New Jersey. By listen
ing to the lyrics and seeing the
emotion in the delivery, you can
see that he just wasn’t playing for
teenyboppers looking to hurl their
p:inties at him- he was playing
(Ulis sounds trite, but it’s true) from
the heart.
D uring the four-encore
show, Jon Bon Jovi tried to explain
just what he and the band were
going through which led to the
band’s self-imposed sabattical.but
he couldn’t really get them out.
Listening to the songs from Keep
The Faith, especially the song “Dry
County,” said it all. This, com
bined with the boundless energy of
a college student freebasing on Jolt
C ola and N o-D oz- bouncing
around the stage, running up and
down the ramps on the “ W” shaped
stage, punching his fists into the
air- and the hugs and handshakes
he gave the audience and his band
showed just how much he enjoyed
performing and just how much his
homecoming performance to the
Garden State meant to him.

I n t e r n a t io n a l
S t u d ie s :
A v ie w f r o m a f a r
Choose from over 225 Courses in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Afro-American and African Studies
Business and Accounting
Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Fine Arts
Humanities
Social Sciences
Foreign Languages
History and Literature
Social Work
Women's Studies

Sum m er registration begins April 5th
For a catalog and information write to:
Rutgers— The State University
Sum m er Session Office

University Heights
360 Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. Blvd.
Hill Hall, 324C
Newark, NJ 07102
or call 201/648-5112

Doyou know what study abroad opportunities are available to
you as an MSCstudent? Do you know where your fellow MSC
classmates have been? Each week we’ll profile a student or place to
give you some ideas.
Participating in the Study Abroad Program was very exciting.
I expected it to be similar to a vacation, but found out I was wrong!
Living in another country for an extended period of time changed my
perception. It was an excellent opportu
nity because I not only experienced a
different educational system, but also be
came familiar with an entirely new so
cial, cultural, and political system. I am
now much more aware of the diversity
which exists between cultures and appre
ciate our differences more.
Carol Palladino
Study Abroad
Reading University, England
Senior, English Major
For more information on the University o f Reading or any other program, please
call or stop by the Office o f International Studies at 893-7374, Russ Hall Room 124.

SKI
SM IINGBREAK *93
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SW WEEKS

M T. S U TTO N ,
CANADA
(tataerw Mm Vannant katMar)

ONLY
$209
P a rty in the S n o w !

5 D ey Lift Tick et
5 N ights Lodging
(M ountainside Condo)

5 Days Intercollegiate
Activities
Sponsors Include: Lebett’s,
Evienfend Molson._______
Legal Agefor
G roup Lewder
Alcohol is 18
rriirn w ri
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Et tu, Irvin?
Live in B ohn H all? Start pricing asbestos bedsheets.
N ow right o ff the bat, B ohn is no great shakes as far as abodes go. Equipped with winding,
garbage and cigarette butt strew n staircases that end m id-building; odoriferous, oftentim es
flooded and poorly ventilated com m unal bathroom s; sporadic w ater supply and overlyanxious, knapsack-inspecting D esk A ssistants, R esidence Life has gone to great lengths to
assure residents w ill not confuse this high-rise with the Trum p Tower.
Living in a neglected building is quite a bit different than living in an unsafe building,
however, and that is just what B ohn Hall has become. Basic safety features have been ignored
in favor o f the gloriously haphazard construction o f new structures around M SC's ill-planned
campus.
The adm inistration o f this college has spent the past five months making happy talk about
their “new & im proved facilities.” The college president has spent the past five m onths posing
for the covers o f cam pus new sletters w ith pizza grease dribbling dow n his chin o r shaking
hands with various visitors. A ll the while, hapless students have been sleeping in peril.
W hile crews painted a giant “M ” on top o f Panzer Gym for the view ing pleasure o f
frequent flyers landing at N ew ark International Airport, the adm inistration o f this college failed
to cough up the tw o hundred or so thousand dollars needed to install sm oke detectors in Bolin
Hall. True, that's not small change, but to keep it in perspective, the seldom -opened H onorable
Jim Florio Access Road (that provides very little access to the cam pus proper despite the
nom eclative claim to the contrary) cost about four tim es as much.
D espite the neglect and decay o f B ohn H all, the structure looks dam ned im pressive to the
outsider. You realize the sorry state o f the building only after you have ventured inside. In this
way, this loom ing, ivory m onolith has com e to sym bolize all that's w rong w ith MSC. O ur
school has becom e a facade; a 3-D college catalogue serenading w ide-eyed, pim ply-faced high
school seniors.
So the adm inistration fiddles w hile our cam pus decays. We can only hope it doesn't bum
as well.

Q u o te

of

th e W e e k

The students feel resentment towards
the faculty fo r taking their space
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Ski Team forgotten in snow drift Ouch! Pane cripples
Vinnie's Views

How many people realize that Montclair State has a
ski team? I would guess that only one percent of the student
population. The team became slightly more popular, over
the years, when students saw our team jackets. This year,
however, there are no jackets, no race camp and barely a
team. The reason? Well, without notice the ski team was
dropped from the school’s budget. This left the twenty
members struggling to continue their tradition of excellence
on a bank account made up of pocket change.
This loss of funding was a big set back for the team.
Through the years the team fought a losing battle to receive
racing fees from MSC. Two years ago, we finally got our
wish, but once again we are bankrupt. W e’ve lost many
great racers because the amount required to race without
college assistance is approximately $500 per person. This
amount is too much to ask of college students.
I’m not writing a sob story to get money from MSC
because I know that is impossible due to cutbacks this year.
All I’m saying is that for all our efforts to come up with
enough money to compete, the team would like some
recognition. For six years in a row, the Montclair State Ski
Team has made it to USCS A Regionals, but our accomplish
ments were neverreported in the Montclarion. Ourtrophies,

with a few exceptions, collected dust in the athletic office
for years.
Despite all the obstacles, the ski team has been able to
create a competitive team each year. This year we once
again have a chance to reach the regionals. It will be hosted
at Hidden Valley by our team.
I don’t think support and recognition is too much to
ask for, considering what our competitors receive. Many of
the other colleges are fully funded including their race fees,
equipment, race camp and meals. All we’ve asked for is our
weekly results to be printed in the paper. This will possibly
make the Athletic Department and the student body aware
of our existence.
The team plans to continue to compete on the colle
giate level, as long as we can continue to raise enough
money. We are worried, however, that this may be the last
year for the team. I hope no other athletic teams have to stop
competing as well. Maybe a boost in school spirit at Montclair
State will make the athletes seem more important to the
school’s budget.
Michelle Williamson
Rec. and Leisure Studies/ Jr.

'The sea is hot, Bob Denver is a genius,
and Garth Brooks is the Antichrist. '
Scott Says
It is now apparent that the world is coming to an end.
Well, at the least the dismal existence of our American
culture. If there ever really was one. This is simply because
American culture is running blindly, like an idiot, in the
audible forests of music. Armageddon beckons because
country music is topping pop charts.
Yes, dudes and dudettes, Garth Brooks is the Anti
christ. Neitzsche and or Nostradamus never forewarned us
about his country like disguise. Who would have ever
thought that the one individual who will bring the universe
to an end would wear a ten gallon hat and an overgrown belt

buckle.
What’s next? Will Gilligan'sIsland be praised as one
of TV’s most dramatic accomplishments. Bob Denver, the
actor who plays Gilligan, (yes I know his real name, fright
ening.) will be hailed as an artistic genius. Oh, the seas are
boiling and Garth “homeboy” Brooks is going to write a Top
Forty song about it. The lyrics will flow like mud down a
steep hill. They’ll sound like this, “The sea is hot, no more
talent. Used all the rhymes I got, and oh yeah, Ye ha, we won
the war.” Oh, that is raw talent. Give that cowhead a
grammy. Naw, better yet, let’s give him several.
Country music is to the Arts like what Charles Manson
does for the Humanitarian Movement. Oh, by the way, Mr.
Brooks has a partner in arms. His name is Billy Ray Cyrus.
Billy Bob, I mean, Billy Ray just recently had his own
television special. An hour of national attention was de
voted to a man who proudly sings, “Achy Breaky Heart.”
God help all us blessed individuals who have the fortunate
capacity to hear.
T h e
1970’s saw disco
push American
reality to the rim.
Now country
music is leaving
sam e people
w ith a dum b
founded look
and a smashed
radio. Garth is
enabled to play a
couple of chords
and m ake a
couple of mil
lions, thanks to
M adison A v
enue and all its
whim sical tal
ents that sway
America to mu
sical oblivion.
Jim i H endrix
must be turning
in his grave. Let
us exhume him
and
show
A m erica what
m usic is all
about.

“Croatian-American student disagrees with Vinnie’s
Views” letter on 2/18/93 is full of flaws and inaccuracies.
First of all, the writer fails to correct Vinnie’s mistakes.
Republics of the former Yugoslavia are not in the Baltic
region, but in Balkans. Sarajevo’s (capital of Bosnia) pre
war population was 450,000 not “several million” as Vinnie
writes. This leads me to think that Vinnie does not have the
full understanding of the crises in the region, even though he
is on the right tracks when he talks about the three-way civil
war between Muslims, Serbs and Croats.
Alan Frenkl’s understanding is totally opposite from
the facts and truth in almost every aspect. The Republic of
Croatia is the one attacking Serbs in Kragina, they are the
ones with 40,000 regular Croatian troops in Bosnia. New
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) has no troops in
Bosnia nor Croatia, whatsoever. Yugoslavia was a county
of six republics, not seven. He writes that the languages
were different in each republic, when in fact only Slovenia
and Macedonia (two of the republics not engaged in tire
current war) had, and still have, different languages. The
other four republics used the same Serbo-Croatian lan
guage. At another point he writes that the Serbs were
successful in exterminating Muslims. If that was the case tire
war would not be going on now, would it? Serbs in Bosnia,
as well as in Croatia, are defending their fatherland, and
their right for self-determination. Their goal is not to exter
minate anyone. They don’t want the repetition of WWII
horrors committed by Croatian Ustashe. If Muslims have

Serbs in Bosnia, as well
as in Croatia, are defend
ing their fatherland, and
their right fo r self-deter
mination» 'Their goal is not
to exterminate anyone .

the right to secede from Yugoslavia, so should llie Serbs, to
secede from Muslim led Bosnia. Serbs have been living in
those areas since the seventeenth century. To get a better
idea of happenings in former Yugoslavia one should listen
to the UN reports, and not Croatian or Muslim war propa
ganda. Numerous atrocities were committed by Muslims on
their own people or on UN personnel there. They were
blamed on Serbs and intended to get to the West to inter
vene. Some examples of this are: the murder of 22 civilians
in a Sarajevo bread line; the shooting down of an Italian plan
on Sept. 3, killing all four crewmen; last week’s shelling of
French barracks at the airport, killing one and wounding
four other soldiers; and most recently, the Muslim govern
ment prohibited the UN from getting aid to Sarajevo civil
ians. The Muslim fundamentalist government does not care
for the peoples’ well being. The Vence-Owen plan does not
reward the Serbs, but the Croats. By this plan, the Serbs, who
owned and lived on more than 60% of the land, would get
only around 43%. Since the plan is generous only to Croats
it has been agreed and signed by them only. Military
intervention would not solve anything, only a political
settlement can bring peace. To assure the fairness, all three
sides have to be considered. Media should stop with the bias.
Rumor has it that the Secretary of State, Warren Christo
pher, didn’t even read the Vence-Owen plan, but rejected it
based on inaccurate media reports. Until a conversation
with Owen, he was under the impression that Serbs never
lived in Bosnia, but simply crossed over and occupied it.
After the policy review, the Clinton Administration decided
to support the Vence-Owen Plan.
Pane Repic
2nd year, Mathematics
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♦
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PUT THE MAGIC OF THE
DISNEY EXPERIENCE
TO WORK FOR YOU!!

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
♦
♦
♦
♦
C O LLEO B ♦
PROGRAM ♦
♦
FOUR GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD GO:
♦
♦
♦
Montclair

•Ovw 24 hour* of formal daaaaa

•A cholc* of w orking In ratal ling
attraction*, hotel*, food aarvlcaa
or other W DW caat poaitlona
•Living with ov*r 1,000 atudenta
from all aver the world
Low coat hom ing

•Earn col leg* credit

•The excitement and fun of Central
Florida during your leiaire time

1. Disney I* one of America'* Top Corporation*.
Frequently cited in many business publications
tor excellence!

2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly
Improve your chanoso lor employment with
any company upon graduation from MS Cl
There are abundant employment opportunities
with the Disney Company and In Central
Florida upon graduation from MSCI
Over 200 MSC/Dlaney Alumni know the above
la true!

DISNEY 1« COMING TO MGO
■■ TH IR G III
MAN.1 - 11 AJM .-CTU.O. RM41S
TOU MUST S I PRSSSNT Kt THS
11 A.M. MISTING TO INTSNVISV

FOXMOMWrOMUTIONCONTACT.
DUJACKMMUfL* - «IS-TOTS
COOMMTIV* i DUCATION- (M-44M
COOPERATIVEEDUCATOR - THECOMPETITIVEEOOft

State
College

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

The Psychological Services Center will offer 5 workshops designed to help students manage
academic stress and develop their potential. Most will meet one hour a week for six weeks.
SELF HELP WORKSHOP
Adult Children of Alcoholics
Participants will have the opportunity to think about how their
development was different from that of others, how they can break the cycle, and how they
can more effectively deal with the alcoholics in their families.
Time: Monday at 12:00 noon. This group will meet all year, and you can join it anytime.
WORKSHOPS DIRECTED BY OUR PERSONAL STAFF
Overcoming Academic Stress
This workshop is designed for students who are especially
uncomfortable taking tests, giving presentations, or participating in classroom discussions
and activities. Several methods will be discussed that can help to reduce this stress.
Time: Thursdays at 1:00 P.M., beginning March 11, 1993.
Parenting
This group is designed to help parents improve their child-rearing skills
and to be better able to cope with the demands of parenting in contemporary society.
Time: Friday at 11:00 A.M., beginning March 12, 1993.
Survivors of Physical, Sexual, or Verbal Abuse
Undoing the effects of physical and mental abuse is a very difficult task.
Most of the survivors of this kind of trauma have difficulties in holding on to good feelings
about themselves and in forming satisfying relationships. Research and experience liave
shown that working with a group to share our feelings and experiences can have significant
beneficial effects in all areas. We invite all interested to participate and share their
experiences.
Time: Wednesday at 1:00 P.M., beginning March 10, 1993.

I

Using Self Hypnosis to Improve your Achievement Motivation
This aim of the workshop is to teach students to use self hypnosis and
guided imagery to improve their levels of achievement motivation and to learn to
concentrate on their studies more effectively.
Time: Friday at 1:00 P.M., beginning March 12, 1993.
COMPUTER ASSISTED PSYCHOLOGICAL DISCOVERY
The Psychological Services Center has several exciting programs for individuals to use
independently on our computer.^The following.programs available are:
♦Help-Stress
*Life/Time Manage
*Coping with Stress
*At Ease
How to sign up:
To reserve a place in a workshop, call Joan Morrow at the Psychological Services
Center, at 201-893-5211._________________ ______________________________________

C o lle g e L ife U n io n B o ard
P resen ts . . .

A WEEKEND

T R I P TO

_

BOSTON, MASS.
|

Three days, Two nights
Friday, April 16 - Sunday, April 18
C o s t : $ 1 4 9 per person (Q uad O ccupancy)
$ 1 6 9 per person (T riple O ccupancy)
$ 1 8 9 per person (D ou b le O ccupancy)
P rice in clu des: R ound trip transportation v ia d elu xe m otorcoach es, 4
m eals, A ccom od ation s at a First C lass h otel, fu ll u se o f h otel fa c ilitie s,
sig h tseein g tours to N ew E n g la n d A q u a r iu m , C h eers, F r ee d o m T rail
T our and other h istorical sites.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CLUB AT 893-5232, RM 112D SC ANNEX
ASK FOR SELINA LAWSON
!

COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD IS A CLASS ONE OF THE SGA_____________
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C o -S p on sored hv I .A .S .O . an d C .r .lI .B .

AMERICAN MR
directed by
E d w a rd Jam es O lm o s

March 2, 1993
8pm in the Student
Center Ballrooms
For more information please contact 893-4440.

L.A.S.O. and C.L.U.B. are class ones of the SGA
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ACROSS
1
6
12
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
39
40
41
43

Edible fr u i t
High-ranking angel
Buffing cloth
City in Missouri
Barbed spear
Extra bit
George's l y r i c i s t
Calendar word
Weather outlook
Sun ----Element #54
Mineral s u f fi x
Longest river in
France
Edge
As yet (2 wds.)
Stereo accessory
More contemptible
Prevaricated
Like new
Condiment
Footwear
Exhausted
"My ----- Sal"
1951 PGA champion
Carry

44 Bandleader Xavier
46 Part of Fred
FI intstone phrase
47 Musical instrum.
48 Young g i r l s
50 Cone-bearing tree
51 Ice cream dish
53 Protective sub
stance
55 Burdensome
56 Hires
57 F ortific a tio n s
58 Wise guys

DOWN
1 Ancient monarch
2 Oregon Trail fort
3 Sports o f f i c i a l ,
for short
4 Debatable
5 Plains Indian
6 Type of car
7 Whi rlpool
8 Drive into
9 Shad-like fis h
10 Bat handle sub
stance (2 wds.)

11
12
13
14
19
22
24
26
28
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
33
39
40
42
44
45
48
49
52
54

Mad ----Coldness
Showed scorn
Si n ci ty
Peevish state
Type of candy
— — found
Decree
Well-known hotel
Understand
Container
Vague discomfort
Ci ty in Washington
----- out (came to
an end)
Droops
Foliage
Ancient I t a l i a n
people
Dated condition
Surges of wind
Bar game
----- Julius Caesar
Time of l i f e
French city
Tale
T itle for a f r ia r
B i l l i a r d s term

© E d w a r d Julius

Collegiate CW8816
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
50 WHAT j ncoldn 't you AND
0 ® yew
TOE PRINCIPAL
BRING ? I K TU LIKE TO
». 8otA«rL

Calvin

and

Hobbes

Test

CAN I GET T
A DRINK OF I

1 When di
discoue C o u til

by Bill Watterson
OK. Bur
Hueay

,4 »

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

HHT WONT \ U S »
ittJ TELL ME I SEVERED
NHATS IN
THAT B A 6 Í

Calvin

and

Hobbes

TO AVOID DETECTION
WHILE CHANGING IDENTITIES,
WED MANNERED CALVIN
LEAPS INTO WiS L X TER.'

THEBE HE MAKES THE
STUPENDOUS TRANSFORMATION
INTO.

by Bill Watterson

^ m m /é
_n_

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

m m _i —

by Bill Watterson
HECK THIS M M EVEN BE
A JOB FOB THE
CUSTODIAN
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Y ou're tops with me Chrissy!

you were a jerk. Heh! Heh!
-What's my name!

Laura (AIX) I can’t wait until
I rent a sister. The fun begins now.
-Solo

Vinnie (Delta) I remember
the dance. How could I forget?

Christine Sigma Delta PhiSelf delivered letters are the best
kind from you know who

Cole-forget the Robitussen,
go for Comakazees!
-Your Roomie

Smiley(TKE) We were the
only one ’s to bumper ride the whole
way and we made it up the hill first.
Go Rocky! -Jeff
Deepher Dude was a great
success. It couldn’t have happened
without all of the organizations
that participated. Thanks for mak
ing it a great night. Love AH 83
Angelina
SWM seeks Correctional
Institute Inmate for meaningful
relationship, must like Frank Zappa
and Snowboarding. Contact at
IMDESPERATE.
Omicron Class (Theta Kappa
Chi)- Almost 1 week down! Stay
strong, stay united for strength in
sisterhood. Love #72
Toe Cheeze: Sorry fordissin’
you. I can only imagine what might
have been!
Kelly (D-Phi-E)- Thanks for
the gloves! What would I have
done without you? Love-Tern
(AO)
A ny
one want to
p l a y
pictionary?
Baby,
you
are
som etim es
close to be
ing cheezy,
but n ever
quite are.
Luv
ya,
Kevin

Tom —Shit in
the hallway
Thanks, 7th Floor
W il
son (LTP pledgee)- You
are sure being missed by someone.
Too bad we couldn’t get to talk
before you went on line- Adriana

Maria DaSilva-W hat's with
the attitude? Letting the real you
shine through! You go GIRL!
Love ya, Jay

STEVE STOEHR~(I hope I
got the spelling right.) HaHa! A
toast to the "IT" couple! Yeah!!
Chris

Terri (A O)-How exactly did
you get the beers? Cotillion was
great.
Love, Sue

C arrie-H appy belated bday! You finally got your personal
Luv, CLCK

To those of you who know
what happened the last two hours
of cotillion-I'd like to know.
Janet (Sigma)

I'm waiting for my fashion
show baby. Waiting is hard.
-Kevin
Myma and Robyn (2A07)~
Thanx for always being there for
me! You are the best friends any
one could ever have
Love ya always, Jay

T o
Bohn Hall
10th floor- How ’d those pretzels
get on the floor?
Kill the w abbit, kill the
wabbit!!
To Laura and all those other
gambling Thetas- We Won! (As if
we were really gambling, anyways)
-Steph
To the 8th Floor Ladies of
Bohn and AIX#123, #130 and
#135, Alph Omega, D-Phi-E and
AIX, Cotillion ’93, Oh What A
Night!! D 10, Friends Forever!! Luv
Ya Lots! AIX #144
To the Bitches in the 2D01
suiteSigmaSigmaSigmaW edon’t
care what you tell Rob and who
spends w ho’s money on who’s
dress. Go to Fu***ing sleep, espe
cially the night before the cotil
lion. Love and sisterhood Blanton
Hall
Paul (AKPsi)- Watch out
Disney-here we come Woo-hoo!!
Love, Lucy

Louie Lover-Y ou’re look
ing good, just get rid of the ball and
chain
Love always, ????

W ay to go
Nanc & Sluggeryou're awesome, I
love you both
-AH 102
Witch (and I
mean thatinthe nic
est of ways) Please
don't dream about
me!

SOLO (Bulls)-You've got
to have the most sexiest ankles I've
ever seen. There! Now you HAVE
to think of me!!
-Forgotten One
Christina, I love you
-Kevin

Chrissy - You did a great
job! Nice Headlines. I love you.
-Kevin

N atalee-I love you, Dianna

C arrie-I love to have you
come to my room and jump in bed
with me every night.
, Love, Could be Anyone

B arb ara
M an d rell—
Hee!Hee! You need a rubdown?
Kiss my ***!
Love, Who else?

To the Alpha Class(D-XiD)—We’ve survived one week!
Keep up the friendship we've cre
ated because the best is yet to come!
Love, Alison
To Lambda Theta Phi pledg
ees—stay strong! we love you!
Olga & Barbie
B leek—Look! M istletoe!
God & Women!
YourS.S.

O lga-Sorry for being so
mood)’lately! Thanx for your sup
port.
Love you!-Barbie

If you can't get a bid from
o th er so ro rity — TRI

Ju les-I may be a "tease" but
you know you love me.

any

i

To my darling C.
Y ou really gave my
chills when you let me spank
you in Blanton Caf. standing
!
over the ice cream. But, don't
you think there are better
things we could do with ice
cream?

Screech-Those boots were
made for walking!
Tim D o g T hanks for the
dance...Some dumb
broad.

P ags-I just love you ! Thanx
4 Cotillion
Love, Rebecca

K risten-so what really did
happen after Cotillion?
Love, Nicole

"No matter what the letter,
we're all greek together."
-An anonymous Geek

Dear Santa,
W here the hell is the
G od-dam ned G.I. Joe I
asked for? I've been waitin'
two ffiggin months ¡You're
a damn liar and I should
've never sat on your lap !!

H eather-I guess it was time
to boil the water

To the A nal R etentive
W eenie-Y ou are the best!
Love, Nosila the French
Ghost .

Schiavo (D X )-I AM NOT
A BITCH!!

Cheez\eet Personal
* ^
♦

To I aura (OKX)-Thanks a
lot for those notes that help so
much
-Goopies

Happy
Birthday Belinda!
Love ya Lambda, Sandy

SIGMA!!!!
H ey-Y ou from Montclair?
Gimme Dat.
Dawn (EEE)--If your face
was any oranger we could peel
you!
Love, MSC
Mike D(Senate)—I really
didn't mean to shove my tongue
down your throat.
C ongrats to Steve W iz
(Delta)-Deepher Dude '93!
Papo-Y our knowledge and
wisdom has opened my eyes and
ears to many things. Thank you for
always being there.
Love ya, Janet
Mike (AXP)—You're the
best. I appreciated everything
you've ever done for me. I'm al
ways here for you!
Love ya, Jay
Owen (AX P)-Thanks for
your hospitality! And I thought

Coolest Personal

Love ya, Jay
Joe (T K E )—W anna play
Monopoly? NOT!
Laurie (OKX)-Puker! !!!
Love, Tomato

Ted (T-Phi-B pledge)-Any
time you need some more Evil
Knievel moves-you just let us
know! Keep smiling
Love, Ange and Gidge
Ken (A X P)—T hey don't
know REAL talent when they see
it! You were great! Thanx again!
Love, Andrea
Gidget (Sig Tau Nu Pledge)-"I said to Hollywood-where'd he
go? Hollywood said-where'd WHO
go?"
-Guess who
Keith (T-Phi-B)-Something
has to be done about your snoring
problem.
Love, ’’the other geek"
Hey tree! I love you guys!
-Janet
Lucipher, 666—you have
been very nice to me lately. Come
and play with me
-Ladtka

Buzz, Blooz, Skitz, Plugs,
Bullets, Solo (T -P h i-B )—Delta
Dig me now! Double dig. Dig 'em smacks. Dig my I
class proud!

doo! Dig a ditch dude! Hot diggity dog! Dig my d ig -o -1
licious digs. Dig me always!
Watch out Princeton, the
MSC Varsity College Bowl team
Dig?
is coming for you!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!H
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P A R T - T I M E
TELEMARKETING seeking ag
gressive people to work 9* 1 or4-8.
Flexible days. Average $8-$12 per
hour. Call 227-8802.

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS),
ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE
MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX,
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN,
CLASSIFIEDS. D.e M m M ltw n d f f ?
tbepriarPriMay*

spring
break
Spring Break: Cancún,
Nassau from $299, Organize a
small group for F R E E trip
CALL 1-800-GET-SUN-l.

SPRING

BREAK

in

CANCÚN with College tours!
Guaranteed prices, Best hotels and
$150.00 in free benefits. Call IS00-959-4SUN or 1-800-697-4786
Today!

Sitter wanted for various
nigbts/weekends for 6yearold boy
in Upper Montclair, near MSC.
Own transportation. 783-9292

Iielp
wanted

care
SKI SPRING BREAK
Intercollegiate Ski W eeks,
ONLY $209. Includes: 5 DAY
LIFT TICKET/ 5 NIGHTS
L O D G I N G
(MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO)/
5
DAY S
IN T ERCOLLEG IATE AC
TIVITIES (Drinking A g e-1$),
Sponsored by Labatt’s, Evian,
M olson and M t.SU TTO N ,
CANADA (Just across the Ver
mont Border) Group Leader
Discounts. Springbreak *93.
Call Ski Travel Unlimited. 1800-999-SKI-9.

PACKAGE
HANDLERS
t:iïil

c
."
«t

GAFFER’SPUB Thursday
night Karaoke/prizes. Ladies night
every night from 9prn-reduced
drinkprices.440Main Street West,
Orange (2 blocks down from the
Tom Hat). 731-1373.

a v a l l a t i l e :

o l i ile i

Adorable 20 month old boy
in Livingston needs a mature, lov
ing person to babysit, (Flexible
hours) Call Ellen at 201992-5310.
* Non-smoker
* References required

Seeking child care for two,
4-month old boys, one day a week,
preferably Wednesdays. Hours:
7:15 am-6:30 pm in Upper Mont
clair home. References required.
CONTACT LAURA 509-0144.

INTERNATIONAL EM
PLOYMENT - M ake m oney
teaching basic conversational En
glish abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Make $2»000*$4,000+ per month.
Many provide room & board +
other benefits! No previous trainingorteachingcertificaterequired.
Forlntemational Employmentprogram, call the International Em
ployment Group: (206) 632-1146
ext. J5096.

Load-untoad vansSunday through Thursday
Midnight shift

$
7.50/h
r
.
?

to start

$
9/h
r
.
after 90 days
Opportunities for advancement into
part-time
management positions and career
opportunities
in operations, sales...following
graduation.

R EH E A R SA L SPA C E:
Clean,Professional Cheap! 2Hts.
Call or walk in the terminal nearest
$25., 4 Rooms Avail. All Rms.
you
between 10 AM and 4 PM.
have P. A., drums, amps. 201 -744:j:-i
3256. 6 Park St. Montclair.
ROADWAY PACKAGE
GREEKS & CLUBS
SYSTEM, INC.

5
1.000 A
N
H
O
U
R
!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team. club. etc.
Ditches in just one hour
and your group can raise
SI 000 m just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
51.000 for yourself!
Mo cos-

No obligation

1-800-932-0528. ext. 65

The new Macintosh Centris”610 computer Has alt tne
nower you’ll need today- and tomorrow. Its 68040 chip
speeds through word processing, spreadsheet and graphics
programs Its expandable up to 68MB of RAM, givingyou
lots of room to grow. And, Macintosh is the most compatible

PART-TIME JOBSAVAILABLE AS

19 Daniel Road
Fairfield, NJ 07004
(Rt. 46 W. to Passaic to Daniel Rd.)
201/882-6629
or
69 Route 17 South
Haxbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
(Directly behind Allied Office
Supply)
201/288-7498
EO/AAE

personal -computer you can Duy. tree me new iviacmiosn
Centris 610 today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll
get special student pricing, as well as service during college:
And discover the power more students choose.The
power of Macintosh. The power to be your best. W

For further information visit

The College Store
Lower Level - Student Center Building
.

Striice is annlaUc only (nan .ApftieCampus ResellerswhichareAppleAutbon.iilMum I

u,¡,¡t ( „miuilci: Inc All rifibt* n-svrnii .Apple. Ilv .Applehm Macintosham/ Tbefmvr In Ik1your Itesi an1n ie n t i Inubnarbs it/.AppleComputer. Inc. Maanlnsh (ivtris a tnnlcninrk of.AppleComputer. Inc
-------------------------------------------------- ----1
*
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LOOKING FOR COLLEGE MONEY?
¿A u g e r s

/\)i+ e

¿51u b

W e d . orvd dTKu^s rvigK+s
c \ f^e eollege rvifes <at
Ovmge^s !
¿ A u g e r s
tim e s

a ue

t k a t

Is

F R

£ £

c o lle g e ,
$ 1 . 0 0
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u u d e rs + c m d s
fop

c o lle g e ,

w k y

i.d.

a n d

bat*

C L U

B

is

t o

oil

w

it k

R

e m e m b e r
$ 1 . 0 0

e o s
$ . 5 0
b a r

^A ckill e s ; w k o

w ill b e

ir\ T e c k n o y

R o v e

B

d r a f t s

l » *____
"
,• a n
ae Financial Planning Service
I

9 j r f j ir i. A m

.3 5

'0 A

tk e

h i mil i

GEl'TING r ead y for t h e spring b a l l ?
M an icu res, P e d ic u re s, A ir B rushing, B o d y W axing,
Facials, C ertified M a k e -u p C o n su ltan ts, U n isex H a ir
C u ttin g , P e rm s, H ig h lig h ts, C ello p h an es, E x p e rt
B raiding, H a ir E x ten sio n s... as w ell as T a n n in g B ed s

to

B .3 *

f-l o u s e

I I Research & Administration ■3455 Commercial Avenue ■Northbrook, IL 60062

in

is p r o u d

sp iu u iu g

B ellev ille, A J.J .

0Ï0

l

o w n

W c sU in g + o n

EVERY
_
NCIAL A ID AVAILABLE FOR:
Student l s ^ Zhildren of Veterans • Newspaper Carrie
Eligible Fo r feature Pharmacists •Non-Sm okers ■ Cheer!
ia n Descent •Second-Generation,
Som e T / p e of^ ^ a n "tudents
•Cheerleaders •Ohio Na
Financial A id
Children of Railroad Employees
W Future Computer Programmers
Regardless
^ iF h ig a n Natives •Former Boy Scout
o f Grades
o r Fa m ily
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours
Incom e!
fo r a FREE Brochure:

a n d

d r i r v k s

a n d

k

is

m u s i c

k o t t e s t

p r e s e r v t B e t o r n ~f—I c \ 11' s

7 5 1

b e s t

W e've helped TH O U S A N D S of students find financial aid
sources they were qualified for but did not know about.
We can help Y O U find YO UR share of the BILLIONS OF
^
D OLLARS in private sector funding represented in
1-1» 4-1‘IH : “r :ed databank of over 180,000 listings!

!

u g e p s

t k e

uigk+> ¿ A u g e r s

a n d

lo n g

; A I+ e n n a t i v e

c\ r

+k e

W it-k O

c L a f+ s

¿ A

p r e s e n t

cm d

o f f e n u g

ui g h t

n ig k t y
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" U k u rsd o y

$ . 5 0

c L iu k s

f*ougk

s t u d e n t s

y \r > M I S S I O A )

e d n e s d a y

p r o u d

k o w

¿ A u g e r s

IN F O R M A TIO N O N
H O W W E C A N H E LP
, Y O U F IN D C O LLEG E
I F IN A N C IA L A ID !

B rin g th e s e c o u p o n s w ith y o u Sc re c e iv e

b e st
!

y \v e .

0 7 1 0 9

A FU LL SET OF
T IP S & WRAPS
IN C L U D IN G AN
AIRBRUSH D E SIG N
O F YOUR C H O IC E
FO R ONLY $45.00

$10 O F F ANY PERM
O R CO LO R
TREATM ENT
(IN C L U D IN G
H IG H L IG H T IN G
OR CELLOPHANES)!

RECEIVE 3
M O N TH S
U N L IM IT E D
T A N N IN G FO R $75

E X P IR E S A P R IL 4 .1 9 9 3

E X P IR E S A P R IL 4,1 9 9 3

E X P IR E S A P R IL 4 .1 9 9 3

KARIMA Of M O N EY'S SA LO N
350 BR O W ER TOWN ROAD W E S T BA TERSO N, NT

CX.UJ L
ISN’T

OL.UJL
ISN'T

dub
ISm?
COLLEGE L IF E UNION BOARD
ROOM 112D S.C. ANNEX
MEETINGS MONDAYS @ p.m.
STUDENT CENTER ROOM 417
893-5232
C.L.

UJt.isa

Class1 Org. of the SGA, Inc.
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Hoops star Mullins: A true leader by example
N ew est m em b er o f M S C m en's 1,000-poin t club displays dow n -to-earth attitu de
by Michael Frasco
Lee Mullins, the individual,
is an ordinary 21-year-old college
guy who enjoys being with his
family and friends..
Lee Mullins, the basketball
star, is anything but an ordinary
player who enjoys torturing oppo
nents nightly with his deft scoring
touch.
Simply put, Mullins is a qual
ity individual, both on and off the
court.
So it comes as no surprise
that after scoring his 1,000th point
in last Saturday’s win against
Rutgers Camden, Mullins was re
served upon reflecting on a feat
that he accomplished in just over
two seasons.
"It was a little shocking to
get it in two seasons. I thought
maybe it was a possibility, but I
didn’t really think too much about
it coming into the season. I just
wanted to have a good season indi
vidually and for the team to make
it to the playoffs,” said the senior
forward.
Mullins scored 20 points in
the victory, to finish with 1,013
career points and became the
school’s 17th player in history to
reach the 1,000 point plateau. The
last time the feat was accomplished
was the 1981-82 season, when
Eddie Rich scored 387 in his se
nior year to finish with 1,193 ca
reer points.
The 6 ’3", 200-pounder av-

The opening week of intra
mural basketball was highlighted
by all teams playing on a 94-foot
court, two teams bowing out of the
six-pack, one team making off with
a SILC basketball and no team
pulling off a major upset.
FULL COURT: If you feel
more tired during the games this
year as opposed to past seasons, it
could be due to the fact you're in
much worse shape. But it could be
because every game this season
has been played on the varsity court
or in gym six, which are some
where near 94 feet long. Appar
ently, one of the side baskets in
Panzer is broken and has been
broken for some time now. No
body seems to know how to fix
the basket and until someone
finds out how, the games will
continue to be run full-court,
giving a serious advantage to
| teams with deep benches. "If
and when the basket gets
fixed„we will follow the sched
ule," said SILC President B rian
Pray. "However if the basket does
n°t get fixed there will have to be
a re-scheduling o f the entire
league.”
TAPPED OUT: Delta Chi
A and R u n n in N u tlip p both
dropped from the elite six teams in
the league after identical 0-2 starts.
(1 -2) came up short against the

eraged a team-leading 17.5 points the greatest experience I’ve ever
As a result, Mullins, a Politi
per game to guide his team to an had as far as traveling and compe cal Science major, transferred to
11-13 record, its best mark in six tition with the teams we played. MSC because of its proximity to
years.
Mullins, who
entered the game
needing seven points,
scored the m em o
rable point on a freethrow with 1:31 re
maining in the first
half.
W hat m akes
M u llin s’ achieve
ment even more re
spectable is the fact
that 925 of his 1,013
points have come in
the last two years.
The O range,
New Jersey native
spent his first year at
Coastal Carolina Col
lege in South Caro
lina, a Division I pro
gram, which he at
tended on scholar
ship, but played spar
ingly.
Mullins found
his experience at
CCC both difficult
and rewarding. "It
was 12 hours away Mullins, a senior forward, goes up for two of his 1,013 career points.
and I ’m an only child
who had no relatives in South Caro That was perfect, but it was the off- home and its affordability.
Home is certainly where
lina, so that was a real hard adjust court things and the lifestyle. I
Mullins’
heart is and he attributes
didn’t
think
I
would
be
able
to
stay
ment."
much
of
his
character and success
there
for
four
years
and
be
happy
"As far as the basketball ex
to
his
parents
and friends. "My
and
productive
in
school."
perience, I think that was probably
main inspiration is my father. Both
of my parents support me in any
X-MEN, 51 -42, and dropped a 52- year. And the X-Men did not even thing I do and my aunt who lives
40 decision to BDP. Runnin let six inches of snow on Sunday next door is like my second m other.
The guys in the neighborhood, my
Nutlipp (0-2) lost to the same two cool off their hot play.
GAME OF THE WEAK: friends that I’ve grown up with
teams and were outscored a com
bined 83-26 in the second half of Last week’s marquee matchup since birth, they support me. My
their two setbacks. Two words turned into a rout when Runnin neighborhood is like one big famRunnin Nutlipp: wind sprints.
TAPPED IN: Ruff House
cracks the six-pack this week. They
have not actually played yet, but
they have received one forfeit vic
tory and are undefeated. Death
Rho gets the final spot in the sixpack by default. Ed W hite will
have to play like Air White if the
Rho-Men expect to stick in the

CB's SILC
SCOOP
by Craig Berosh
rankings.
STAYING PUT: The top
three teams all showed why they
were highly reguarded in the pre
season six-pack. Sudden Impact
took advantage of an easy opening
week pounding Delta Chi B (0-1)
and Puerca’s (1-2) by an average
of 42 points. BDP looked in mid
season form, beating two previ
ously ranked teams to begin the

Nutlipp’s Justin Vogel fouled out
with just over 10 minutes to play.
Runnin Nutlipp finished the game
with four players, while BDP fin
ished the game on a 32-3 run for a
lopsided 66-37 final.
GAME O F TH E W EEK:
The newest six-pack entry Ruff
House takes on a Taste the Pain
(1-1) team looking for a little re
spect. To watch Taste the
Pain’s M ark Silverman in ac
tion is alone worth the price of
admission, which of course is
free.
O TH ER SCO RES:
S leepers-38 Jam eson-37,
Puerca’s-25 ZBT-18, Death
Rho-32 Puerca’s- 29, Crows31TKE-27, Hoosiers- 40 Sen
ate-29, Rim Shakers-43 Taste the
Pain-35, Taste the Pain- 46 Sleepers-32, Rim Shakers-54 ZBT-10,
Jameson-42 Da Bricks- 24.

CB’s
123456-

ily," Mullins said.
He continued, "I give my
family and friends a lot of credit.
They were there at my last college
game the other night and it really
felt good.”
As much as Mullins cher
ishes the special bond of love and
support he shares with family and
friends, he said his going away to
college in South Carolina was the
turning point in his life. "The best
thing for me was going away from
home and being on my own and
seeing how the world is. It made
me sort of decide what direction I
wanted to head into. Interacting
with people by myself taught me
how to deal with coaches, players
and people from different parts of
the country," Mullins said.
Mullins does not rule out the
possibility of playing basketball
after graduating, which he plans to
do in the summer, even if it means
going over seas. He said, "If I had
the opportunity to try out with a
basketball team, I would try it. If
not, I ’ll obtain my degree, become
an active citizen and try to find a
job in some area of higher law
enforcement such as the FBI or the
DEA.”
M ullins was fo rtu n ate
enough to be raised within a very
strong family unit, was blessed with
genuine friends and has proven
himself to be one of the best bas
ketball players that MSC has ever
seen.
Yet, perhaps the most im
pressive quality Mullins possesses
is the modest manner in which he
carries himself. He said, "I'm a
laid-back person. I keep a low pro
file and I try to treat everyone with
respect, especially if they respect
me as well.”

Red
Hawkwrestlers
place third in Metros
by Nicole Festa

Although the regular season
ended on a sour note for the Red
Hawks last week, they used tire
Metropolitan Championships to
console themselves last weekend.
The Red Hawks placed third
overall with a total of 105 points in
this 12-team competition. The only
two teams that finished ahead of
them were their two NJAC rivals,
Trenton State and Kean, both
whom they lost to in tegular sea
son action.
Seven wrestlers from the
MSC line-up made it to either the
consolation or final round. Mike
Six-Pack
Flammer (142 lbs.), Joe Mancuso
Sudden Impact (2-0)
(150 lbs.) and Sean McLearie
BDP (2-0)
(HW T)
w ere
the
three
X-Men (2-0)
consolationists. Armando Nardooe
Rim Shakers (2-0)
(126 lbs.), Bill Templeton (167
Ruff House (1-0)
lbs.), Jim Sloan (177 lbs.) and John
Death Rho (2-0)

Stobie (187 lbs.) were the four
finalists,
Three of them, Nardone,
Sloan and Stobie were champions.
Nardone won over his Trenton
State opponent by the dose score
of 7-5. Stobie pinned his Kean
opponent in 4:36 and the
undefeated Sloan kept his streak
alive by pinning his York oppo
nent in a quick 2:56.
All three of these champions
will compete in the NCAA Divi
sion IH Championships, March
6-7 at the U.S. Coast Guard Acad
emy in New London, Conn.
N OTE: Sloan's victories
through tire whole season have ei
ther been by pin or technical de
fault. He has not wrestled a com
plete three period match this sea-

sort
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| Self-Defense Workshop !
Co-Sponsored by L.A.S.O. and Lambda Tau Omega Sorority Inc.
I

j

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Special Guest Speaker:
Jim Young
7th Degree Black Belt
March 4th ,1993
8pm
Student Center
Ballroom B

!

For more information contact 893- 4440.

I

L.A.S.O. is a class one of the SGA. Lambda Tau Omega is a class four of the SGA.

I

L_________________________________________________________;__________ ...
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If you're interested in becoming a Peer Counselor,
stop by the

Drop-In Center
and check us o u t!
The Drop-In Center is now accepting
applications for its March 1993 training session.
The Drop-In Center offers a great variety of services to the students of
Montclair State. Our peer counselors are part of intensive, ongoing training
in areas such as sexual assault, suicide intervention and substance abuse. We
also offer a variety of pamphlets, bus and train schedules, medical and dental
n weekend getaways!

So, if you are interested
in helping others while
building your own
future or just want to
see what we're about,
stop by or call
893-5271.

i
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Say, isn't that Hulk Hogan?...No, it's Jim
Sloan, MSC's undefeated (32-0)star wrestler
by Brian Falzarano

cut State University.
In his freshman season, he
was fifthin the NCAAinhis weight
class (142 pounds). After two

For all of you who have never
seen Jim Sloan wrestle, don’t ex
pect him to enter the gym wearing
a flashy robe while his theme song
is playing. He does not have a valet
who makes Madonna look like a
genetic defect. Most of all, he does
not finish off his adversary with an
elbow drop off o f the top rope.
Being flashy is not in Sloan’s
repertoire. Words such as diligent,
determined, and motivated impec
cably describe Jim Sloan. "He mo
tivates the entire team,” said head
wrestling coach Steve Strellner,
whom Sloan and his teammates
dubbed "Strap."
"That is because Coach used
to be in the Navy. He forgot to
strap the boat, so he took the rope
and just threw it,” Sloan said.
WresUing has been a focal
point of Sloan's athletic career since
about eighth grade. While grow
ing up in Fairlawn, he participated
in wrestling, football and baseball.
However, he chose wres
tling. "My dad took me to tourna
ments,” Sloan said. "Besides that,
I figured it was the only way I
could earn a scholarship to col
lege. Also, I like wrestling because
it is an individual sport, so I could
go and win a match for myself.”
After placing fourth in the
State Tournament his junior year
of high school, he earned a full
scholarship to Central Connecti

level, he carries a 2.7 GPA. The
workaholic he is, he works out six
days a week, usually two hours
before practice. The results are in

Sloan rides one of the many opponents he's defeated this year.
NCAA tournament appearances,
he transferred out of CCSU. "The
coach andl had differences," Sloan
said.
Enter Strellner. "I was fed
up with school at that point," Sloan
said. "Strap told me he wanted me
to come to Montclair to wrestle
and get my degree. He put sense in
my head," said the 177-pound
Sloan.
A teaching major who hopes
to teach physical education and
coach wrestling on the high school

disputable.
After finishing second in the
NCAA’s in hisjunioryear(hewas
37-1), he is heading back to there
again, March 5-6 at New London,
Conn. It is there that he seeks to
atone for that defeat. "He should
walk through it, as long as he keeps
his m ind on w restling,” said
Strellner.
Along with Sloan will be
team m ates John Stobie (190
pounds), Armando Nardone (126
pounds) and Billy Tem pleton

(167pounds).
Sloan’s work ethic is docu
mented among his teammates. "I
work out with him, and he helps
make me better,” said Stobie, who
was also Sloan’s teammate at Cen
tral Connecticut. "Everyone looks
up to him because he is so good and
so dedicated," Stobie added.
Someone who works this
hard must be going out of his mind
with the pressure. Not Sloan. "For
get about the pressure. Just go out
and do it,” he said. "People expect
me to go out and kill everyone. If 1
give up a point, they bust my
chops.”
He doesn’t need luck either.
"There’s no such thing as luck.
You create your own luck," he
said.
If that’s the case, then Sloan
is the leprechaun in the Lucky
Charms commercial. In a season
that has been full of injury and
illness and trials and tribulations,
Sloan has been the one constant in
a season that could have been a
disaster. "He has been undefeated.
We know we can count on him for
a win every tim e o u t,"said
Strellner.
Indeed he is a constant in
more ways than one. He will not
rest until he returns home from
New London as the NCAA cham
pion. "That’ll change this year,”
assures Sloan.
That is something which
most would have to concur with.

T r a c k , from
page 24

their performances in the 800meters. Dennis took second with a
time of 1.55.79and Williamspufled
into third with a mark of 1.58.58. A
new school record was set in tire
triple-jump this past week as Mike
Scott took second in the event with
a mark of 43 feet and 1 1/2 inches.
This week the team will be
visiting Seton Hall University to
take part in the NCAA-ECAC
Qualifying m eet It will present a
strong citailenge for MSC with
teams such as Manhattan, host
school Seton Hall, and a number of
Division I powers that promise to
come in fired up in hopes o f having
one final curtain call before the
upcoming National Champion
ships.
Blanton considers the meet
a chance to tune up for the Nation
als and feels that the m en’s team is
lookingextremely sharp and should
perform up to their expectations
once the time comes.
He also feels that if the per
formances being put forth by the
women’s team continue to im
prove, "That they may be a force to
reckon with."
With a team that is loaded
with talent and has the possibility
of sending an astonishing 11 mem
bers to the National Champion
ships, Blanton has every right to
feel confident heading into tire
upcoming weeks.
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Red Hawks draw fourth seed in NJAC tourney
Loss of coin flip pits

MSC against Rowan on the road

by Brian Falzarano
Just the right time. In a sea
son of many peaks and a small
assortment of valleys, the Red
Hawks seemed to have conquered
the pitfalls along their way. In other
words, they are heading to the play
offs peaking as high as Don King’s
hair.
In recent action, Shannon
Shaffer, added to her already im
pressive list of accomplishments.

W o m en ’s
B a sk etb a ll
After grabbing her 1,000th
rebound against Stockton State, the
senior center added a career high
27 points and her standard 19 re
bounds in leading the Red Hawks
to a resounding 86-44 defeat of
Rutgers Camden. With her 27
points, Shaffer became only the
third player in MSC history to pull
down 1,000 rebounds and score
1,000 points. She joined Carol
Blazejowski and Pat Colasurdo.
Both were Kodak All-Americans.
"To be in the company she’s
in, that says a lot for her and her

(13 points, six assists, five steals),
Lisa Villalta (six assists, eight
steals) and Kim Kovar (seven
points, 10. rebounds).
Tamara Carey paced Rutgers
Camden (4-20, 2-16 NJAC) with
15 points and 15 rebounds.
Due to the three-way tie for
second with William Paterson,
Ramapo and MSC, a coin flip was
used to determine the NJAC tour
nament seedings. MSC lost out,
"gaining" the fourth seed and the
opportunity to play the conference’s
best team, when they meet topseeded Rowan tonightat7:30p.m.
in Glassboro.
"It is ironic that the season
comes down to a coin flip,” said
.c
•t; DeFazio. "Rowan is the class of
E
CO the playoff teams. But w e’ll be
c
« ready," she added.
LU
In previous action, MSC de
feated Rutgers Newark, 71-70, in a
game that would have made Kojak
Jeanine Mullahy looks for an opening in the defense.
pull his hair out. With five seconds
accomplishments,” said head coach ries," DeFazio said honestly.
left on the clock, Jackie Oliver hit
"Like against Jersey City, a layup to give the Raiders an ap
Alice DeFazio.
MSC (16-9,13-5 NJAC) was we tried to stress to the players that parent 72-711ead. H ow ever,a
never challenged, vaulting to a 38- they should take every opponent charging call was levied against
16 lead and coasting the rest of the seriously," added DeFazio.
Oliver, negating the basket and
way. "Their team (RutgersThis philosophy worked. enabling MSC to escape with the
Camden) was decimated by inju- Accompanying Shaffer’s master victory. After dominating most of
ful performance were the fine indi the game, the Hawks seemed in
vidual efforts of Jeannine Mullahy control, in front 59-45 with nine

>

MSC finishes with best
record since 85-86
by Michael Fresco
The MSC m en’s basketball
program reached its highest point
in six years, by defeating Rutgers
Camden, 76-59 at Panzer Gym on
Saturday evening.
The Red Hawks, who won
their last two games, finished the
season at 11-13, the best overall
mark for an MSC team since the
1985-86 squad finished 13-12.

M e n ’s
B a sk etb all
The game was highlighted
by senior forward Lee Mullins,
who scored 20 points and became
the 17th player in MSC histoty to
go over 1,000 points for a career.
Mullins, who entered the
game needing seven points, scored
his memorable point on a freethrow with 1:31 remaining in the
first half, as MSC used a 16-4 run
to end the half and took a 36-24
lead. Mullins scored 925 of his
1,013 points in the last two years
for MSC.
The Red Hawks opened the
second half on a 14-2 run to increase the lead to 50-26, effec-

tively putting the game away, with
Mullins scoring six of the 14 points
in that run.
Junior foward Keith Hines,
the NJAC’s leading rebounder,
continued his consistent play with
a game high 22 points and 11 re
bounds. Freshm an guard Greg
Fowler scored 18 points to go with
five assists and three steals. Sopho
more guard Dean Spinogatti also
continued his fine play,$coring$ix
points and handing out 10 assists.
G uard K evin B lass led
Rutgers Camden with 18 points.
Cetshwayo Byrd added 14 points
and eight rebounds.
On W ednesday, Feb. 17,
MSC bjasted Rutgers Newark, 8556 at Panzer Gym,
Mullins and FOwler each
had 19 points, helping the Red
Hawks to victory.
MSC led 35-25 at the half
and began the second half by scor
ing 20 o f the first 23 points to take
a55-28 lead with 12:52 remaining.
Mullins had eight points in the run,
including a steal and a wide open
sla n dunk to finish the run.
Keith Hines also turned in a
fine effon, scoring 18 points to go
with 10 rebounds.

minutes to go. Then Rutgers (121(), 7-9 NJAC) went on a 25-12 nin
to cut the lead to 71-70.
This win elated DeFazio,
who observed, "It was a tough call.
That was the first home call we got
all year. We faced adversity all
year long and to win a game like
this, w e’ll gladly take it."
Montclair was paced by Judy
Stair's game and season high 28
points and Shaffer’s 19 rebounds.
Vangela Crowe paced Rutgers
Newark with 24 points while Jackie
Oliver added 16.

RED HAWK NOTES...
DeFazio on Villalta breaking her
single season steal record: "I have
mixed emotions. It was a record
that I held for a long time and had
great pride in. On the other hand, I
am happy that the person who broke
it was someone I coached. LLsa
deservedit"...Shaffer hadadoubledouble in every game this season...
A loss may mean the end of the
career for four seniors (Mullahy,
Kim Bames, Shaffer, and Denise
Morrow), unless they get an atlarge NCAA tournament bid. The
winner of the NJAC tournament
gets an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament...More from DeFazio.
"We're upbeat entering the play
offs. But it's do or die."

Women and men share the track
spotlight at weekend meet
by Mark Alan Belnay
In recent weeks it has been
the performances of Neal Ruiz,
Dewayne Stevens, and Wayne
Dennis that have been the focal
points of the MSC track and field
coverage.
Well, this week the focal
point will shift to the women’s
team, which is beginning to awaken
from its slumber. Team leaders
Sharon Lindo and Shantay Brame
are beginning to regain their cham
pionship stride and that could spell
trouble in upcoming meets for the
opposition.
Lindo led the women’s team
with a stunning performance in the
400-meters by qualifying for the
National Championships (provi
sionally) with a first place time of
58.73. Lindo also placed third in
the 200-meters with a time o f26.52.
That rounded out a strong overall
performance that head coach John
Blanton says, "Will be the first
step on the ladder to regaining the
form she has held in past seasons."
Shantay Brame joined her
teammate Lindo with a solid per
formance this past weekend as well.

Brame took second in two separate
events with times of 7.41 in the 55meters and 26.48 in the 200-meters.
The marie in the 55-meters quali
fied her provisionally for the Na
tional C ham pionships. If the
women’s team is to regain its level
of past excellence, it must be led
by the tandem of Lindo and Brame.
Both possess the talent and the
mental determination to blaze an
extremely solid path to excellence.
The m en’s team had one of
those weekends that rarely come
along in a season. That is why
Blanton tapped this past week’s
performance at Southern Connecti
cut as the team’s strongest of the
year thus far.
Neil Ruiz again shined in the
55-meters and the long-jump, as
well as requalifying for the Na
tional Championships with his out
standing performance in the 55meters. Ruiz took first in both
events with a time of 6.38 in the
55- meters and a mark o f22.975 in
the long jump. He also took fourth
in the 200-meters with a time of
22.87.
One can only say so much

about Dewayne Stevens when it
comes to his performances on the
track. After a while the only thing
one can do id sit back and enjoy the
excellence. Stevens once again
qualified for the National Champi
onships with a mark o f48.52 in tlie
400-meters, which was his stron
gest performance of the season in
this event, and demolished the coni petition in the 200-meters with a
time of 22.34. If he continues to
perform this way, tlie National
Championships should be just an
other feather in his cap.
The men’s team also reached
a m ark that they have e veiy right to
brag about. They have qualified
two sets of runners for the National
Championships in the 1600-meters.
Tlie team is comprised of Stevens,
Dennis, Jenabu Williams, Jacinto
Alayon, and Ernest Johnson. This
past weekend that team ran an im
pressive 3.22.50 in preparation for
the upcoming National Champi
onships.
Dennis and Williams set
personal bests for the season with
Please turn to page 23

